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Abstract

Although intermetallic titanium aluminide alloys have extensive practical industrial applications owing to their unique characteristics, their usage has been limited by the difficulties and high cost of fabrication.

This research proposes an alternative manufacturing approach to fabricating titanium aluminide alloys, which combines in-situ alloying and additive layer manufacturing (ALM) using gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW). This new fabrication process promises significant time and cost saving in comparison to traditional methods. Since the chemical composition, microstructural features and mechanical performance of the as-fabricated components can be greatly influenced by the manufacturing parameters, the effect of several important variables including arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed rate have been investigated in this study. Suitable parameters for producing crack-free components have been determined.

Apart from the process parameters, it is also important to evaluate the microstructural evolution and the variation of mechanical properties in relation to the location within one build. The typical additively layer manufactured γ-TiAl based alloy consists of comparatively large $\alpha_2$ grains in the near-substrate zone, fully lamellar colonies with various sizes and interdendritic $\gamma$ structure in the intermediate layer bands, followed by fine dendrites and interdendritic $\gamma$ phases in the top region. Microhardness measurements and tensile testing results indicate relatively homogeneous mechanical characteristics throughout the deposited material. The exception to this homogeneity occurs in the near-substrate zone immediately adjacent to the pure Ti substrate used in these experiments, where the alloying process is not as well controlled as in the higher regions. The tensile properties are also different for the vertical (build) direction and horizontal (travel) direction because of the differing microstructure in each direction.
Various post production heat treatments have been carried out on the as-fabricated components. The contour method was used to measure the residual stresses, which were clearly reduced by applying the low temperature heat treatment. The degree of stress relief is greater as the treatment temperature is increased from 400 to 500 °C. Investigations were also conducted to assess the influence of various heat treatment conditions on the microstructure evolution, phase transformations and mechanical properties. Post production heat treatment at 1200 °C for 12 hours led to full transformation of the dendritic structure, while interdendritic areas were still visible in the heat-treated samples at 1060 °C for the same duration. A different microstructure was finally produced by heat treatment at 1200 °C and 1060 °C for 24 h, exhibiting equiaxed γ grains and fully lamellar colonies respectively. The heat-treated samples at 1200 °C / 24 h possessed higher ductility but lower strength compared with the as-fabricated samples, while the 1060 °C / 24 h treatment resulted in the highest strength but poor ductility (0.4 %). Additionally, the relatively homogenous microstructure in the majority region after all post production heat treatments effectively eliminated the anisotropy of mechanical properties for the vertical and horizontal directions.

Finally, the GTAW-based ALM process with twin wire in situ alloying was used to successfully produce functionally graded TiAl alloy with a compositional gradient ranging from pure Ti at the substrate to Ti-50 at.% Al at the maximum height of the deposition. The microstructure and chemical composition were characterised using optical microscopy and electron microscopy. Microstructural features across the graded composition correspond to those typically observed in conventional α-Ti, Ti3Al- and TiAl-based alloys. The microhardness profile with the composition gradient showed a linear variation of hardness as a function of composition, with the range of 25~33 at.% Al exhibiting the highest microhardness value with only a slight fluctuation of hardness value throughout this range. The morphology and amount of α2 phase could offer a reasonable explanation for the above phenomenon.
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<td>E</td>
<td>the voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>the arc current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>the electrode efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>the welding speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J/mm</td>
<td>Joule per millimetre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>ampere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV0.2</td>
<td>unit of the Vickers microhardness (indentation load of 200 g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>theta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μm</td>
<td>micrometre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>megapascal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\beta}$</td>
<td>beta transus temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_s$</td>
<td>solidus temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_L$</td>
<td>liquidus temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>nanometre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te</td>
<td>eutectoid temperature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 Introduction

1.1 General

Titanium aluminide alloys based on the intermetallic phases $\gamma$ (TiAl) and $\alpha_2$ (Ti$_3$Al) are well known for their strongly ordered nature and the directional bonding of the compounds. The resultant superior thermo-physical properties of these materials include a high melting point of 1460°C, low density, high strength and stiffness, good corrosion, creep, and oxidation resistance, and high ignition resistance when compared with conventional titanium alloys [1-3].

Based mainly upon the outstanding properties mentioned above, there is an ever-increasing demand for the development of titanium aluminide alloys, since these materials are widely recognised as new classes of materials satisfying the advanced design requirements. These proposed design concepts focus on higher service temperatures, lighter weight, and higher operation speeds. As such, titanium aluminides can ultimately find their use in a wide range of components in practical industrial applications [4, 5].

Despite the desirable characteristics of $\gamma$-TiAl based alloys, one of the major barriers to their widespread use has been associated with difficulties in processing and the subsequent high costs [6]. Many improvements have been made in the production of $\gamma$-TiAl based alloys using conventional casting, ingot forging, powder processing and also new advanced techniques such as sheet production by hot-rolling, laser forming and sintering. Although each of these processes is capable of producing material with acceptable properties, processing costs are still prohibitive for many commercial applications [7, 8]. The future exploitation should be focused on reducing the high manufacturing costs.

Rapid prototyping or additive layer manufacturing (ALM) in a layer-by-layer fashion is an emerging technology for fabricating geometrically complex components to near-net-
shape that are either difficult or impossible to fabricate by other processing methodologies. It also offers a great potential of time and cost savings in comparison to traditional manufacturing technology [9, 10]. In particular, aerospace and automotive components made from materials such as titanium alloys and titanium aluminides that are difficult to manufacture by conventional production processes represent interesting applications for additive manufacturing. Additionally, joining techniques such as fusion welding are one of the most economical and effective methods for both the fabrication and repair of materials, and there have been significant developments in these industrial processes. Therefore, new manufacturing techniques have received an increased interest recently based on the combination of additive manufacturing and welding technology.

1.2 Objectives of Current Research

In the present study, in-situ alloying and additive layer manufacturing based on the gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) process are combined with separate wire feeding of titanium and aluminium elements to produce titanium aluminide components. The alloy of interest is γ-TiAl, since it is the most widely used titanium aluminide alloy. The general objective is to evaluate the feasibility of the new fabricating technique and to investigate the quality of the as-fabricated wall materials. A number of issues that may be relevant to this purpose are fusion zone solidification, microstructural evolution, defects, residual stress, mechanical behaviour and effect of post weld heat treatment. The specific objectives of this work are as follows:

(1) To study the effect of manufacturing parameters on the characteristics of the as-fabricated materials, and to establish an operational window for obtaining defect-free γ-TiAl based alloy components using the GTAW-based ALM process.

(2) To thoroughly investigate the effect of location on the microstructural features and mechanical properties of GTAW-based ALM produced γ-TiAl alloys.
(3) To characterise the residual stress distribution, microstructural features and mechanical properties of GTAW-based ALM produced $\gamma$-TiAl alloys in the as-fabricated and various post production heat-treated conditions.

(4) To build up TiAl-based functionally graded materials (FGMs) using the GTAW-based ALM process, and to preliminarily investigate the achieved microstructural features and microhardness variation as a function of composition gradient.

1.3 Major Contributions of Current Research

This research study concentrates on the relatively rapid and inexpensive GTAW-based ALM method rather than the popular laser or electron beam based ALM techniques. The repeatable and reproducible $\gamma$-TiAl walls obtained in this study prove useful in the GTAW-based ALM process of titanium aluminide alloys. The results also provide new insights into the effects of repeated localised thermal cycles on these materials including the microstructural features, physical and mechanical properties that form during the specific process. This is in turn used to optimise GTAW-based ALM technology for functional graded Ti-Al alloys. It is anticipated that the present study can improve the feasibility of GTAW-based ALM approach and promote its development as an industrially viable means of producing structural components with large scale.

In addition, the findings of this study will contribute to an in-depth understanding of additively manufactured intermetallics. Of particular importance is the location dependence of phase evolution and the mechanical performance. This knowledge will be applied to intermetallics and functionally graded alloys fabricated from more complex alloy wires using the GTAW-based ALM systems.
Finally, it is hoped that the successful development of intermetallics and functionally graded alloys through the GTAW-based ALM technique will bring significant technical knowledge and economic benefits for alloy components manufactures and the alloy industry in general.

1.4 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is organised as follows:

A brief literature review is presented in Chapter 2, which describes the current knowledge within the field of titanium aluminide alloys including the basic information of Ti-Al binary system, conventional and novel manufacturing technology (current additive manufacturing processes) and joining methods. This is followed by a brief summary of manufacturing aspects and the existing problems related to titanium aluminides as well as current research in this area.

Chapter 3 introduces the characterisation techniques and the corresponding equipment that have been used in this study.

In Chapter 4, the novel in-situ alloying process using GTAW-based ALM is used to fabricate \( \gamma \)-TiAl alloy walls. The influence of various manufacturing parameters including arc current, wire feed rate ratio and interpass temperature on the \( \gamma \)-TiAl deposits are investigated with respect to microstructure, composition and microhardness.

Further characterisation of the additively manufactured \( \gamma \)-TiAl alloys is presented in Chapter 5 through in-depth investigations of the microstructure evolution and tensile properties at different locations and in different orientations.

Chapter 6 addresses the relationships between various post production heat treatment conditions and the microstructure and tensile properties of additively manufactured \( \gamma \)-
TiAl alloys. The residual stresses within the as-fabricated components and their change after stress relief heat treatment are also evaluated in this chapter.

The versatility of the in-situ alloying GTAW-based ALM process is further examined by fabricating functionally graded Ti-Al alloys. The aspects of composition gradient and its subsequent microstructural features and microhardness properties are presented in Chapter 7.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the primary findings in this study and makes recommendations relating to future work that would be required in commercial development of additively manufactured γ-TiAl alloys and functionally graded Ti-Al alloys, as well as the GTAW-based ALM process itself.
2 Literature Review

In this chapter, a comprehensive overview of titanium aluminides is introduced, including the basic characteristics, development, manufacturing and joining technology. The intermetallic compounds within γ-TiAl alloys are briefly reviewed, along with an introduction of microstructure and mechanical properties as well as their relationship, and finally the manufacturing techniques. Particular attention is given to additive manufacturing and its application to γ-TiAl alloys.

2.1 Titanium Aluminides

Two-phase titanium aluminide intermetallics are an emerging class of materials in a variety of commercial applications. A fundamental understanding of phase transformation and microstructural evolution is essential to the development of various titanium aluminide alloys. Another critical influence is the inter-relationship between structure and property. A substantial amount of relevant information will be provided in this section.

2.1.1 Constitution of Binary Titanium Aluminides

Several different intermetallic phases that represent superlattice of the terminal solid solutions have been found to exist in titanium aluminides. These compounds have long been known as an attractive basis for lightweight high-temperature materials. Table 2.1 indicates the crystallographic data for all the intermetallic phases [11]. The most of favourable of these compounds are Ti₃Al (α₂) and TiAl (γ), and their properties give them engineering significance.

Ti₃Al (α₂) phase has an Al content between 22 ~ 39 at.% and orders according to D0₁₉ structure (Figure 2.1a) with a hexagonal symmetry. It derives from an A₃ type structure
but presents a long-range order only in the direction perpendicular to the c-axis. The $\alpha_2$-phase forms during cooling by $\beta \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$ transformation type, and transforms to disordered hcp structure at a temperature range of 1125 ~ 1150°C [12]. The $\alpha_2$ phase has been found to exhibit good high temperature strength, but has very low ductility. Along with this, it also has a high rate of oxygen and hydrogen absorption, which in turn leads to further embrittlement at high temperatures [13, 14].

**Table 2.1** Al-Ti crystal structure and lattice parameter data [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Composition, at.% Al</th>
<th>Pearson symbol</th>
<th>Space group</th>
<th>Prototype</th>
<th>Lattice parameter, nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TiAl$_3$ (HT)</td>
<td>74.5-75.0</td>
<td>tI8</td>
<td>I4/mmm</td>
<td>TiAl$_3$</td>
<td>$a = 0.3849$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 0.8609$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiAl$_3$ (LT)</td>
<td>~75</td>
<td>tI32</td>
<td>I4/mmm</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$a = 0.3877$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 3.3828$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$<em>5$Al$</em>{11}$</td>
<td>66-71</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>$a = 0.3953$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 0.4104$ (b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiAl$_2$</td>
<td>66-67</td>
<td>tI24</td>
<td>I4$_1$/amd</td>
<td>HfGa$_2$</td>
<td>$a = 0.3970$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 2.4309$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$<em>{1-x}$Al$</em>{1+2x}$</td>
<td>63-65</td>
<td>tP4</td>
<td>P4/mmm</td>
<td>AuCu</td>
<td>$a = 0.4030$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 0.3955$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_3$Al$_5$</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>tP32</td>
<td>P4/mmb</td>
<td>Ti$_3$Al$_5$</td>
<td>$a = 1.1293$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 0.4038$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiAl ($\gamma$)</td>
<td>50-62</td>
<td>tP4</td>
<td>P4/mmm</td>
<td>AuCu</td>
<td>$a = 0.4000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 0.4075$ (c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti$_3$Al ($\alpha_2$)</td>
<td>~20-39</td>
<td>hP8</td>
<td>P6$_3$/mmc</td>
<td>Ni$_3$Sn</td>
<td>$a = 0.5782$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$c = 0.4629$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Tetragonal. (b) Subcell parameters at 66 at.% Al. (c) at 50 at.% Al.

TiAl ($\gamma$) phase exists within a wide composition range, containing 48.5 to 66 at.% Al content. Its L1$_0$ type face-centred tetragonal structure consists of atomic layers perpendicular to the c-axis (Figure 2.1b). Due to the layered arrangement of Ti and Al atoms along the (001) direction the c-axis of the unit cell shows tetragonal distortion.
and the c/a ratio for the stoichiometric composition is around 1.02 [15]. The lattice parameters a and c show a linear dependence on Al content and the tetragonal distortion increases with increasing Al content [16]. The γ-TiAl phase can remain ordered up to its melting point of roughly 1450 °C. The γ phase exhibits excellent oxidation resistance and has very low hydrogen absorption, but its room temperature ductility is close to none.

Conversely, TiAl₃ orders according to the D0₂₂ structure. This structure is related to two L1₂ type unit cells stacked along the c-axis with an antiphase boundary of \( \frac{1}{2} [110](001) \) type at every other (001) plane [12]. Compounds such as TiAl₂ and TiₓAlᵧ reported by Braun and Ellner [18] and Inui and Yamaguchi [19] do not exhibit good mechanical characteristics for industrial applications.

### 2.1.2 Phase Transformations and Microstructures

According to the binary Ti-Al phase diagram (Figure 2.2) [20], the TiAl-based alloys that correspond to an Al concentration between 35 ~ 65 at.% consist either of a mixture of γ and α₂ phases or of a single γ phase. However, the microstructure of pure γ phase with more than 50 at.% Al content is characterised by equiaxed γ grains exhibiting no ductility. Even after microstructural refinement and small alloy additions this alloy composition shows very little improvement in ductility [21]. Therefore, the dual phase
of titanium aluminide with a mixture of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ phase existing between 37 at.% and 49 at.% Al content has been considered to be a more significant engineering alloy for several structural applications [22-24]. As shown in the central part of the binary Ti-Al phase diagram (Figure 2.3 [25]), the equilibrium phases in this concentration range are: the disordered solution phases liquid, hcp $\alpha$-Ti, bcc $\beta$-Ti, and the ordered intermetallic compounds $\gamma$-TiAl and $\alpha_2$-$\text{Ti}_3\text{Al}$. The Al content directly determines the solidification microstructure of these alloys.

![Binary phase diagram of Ti-Al system](image)

**Figure 2.2** Binary phase diagram of Ti-Al system [20].

The alloys containing less than 45 at.% Al always solidify through the single $\beta$ phase, while the solidification of alloys with Al concentrations of 45–49 at.% can be completed by peritectic formation of the $\alpha$ phase from primary $\beta$ dendrites. The solidification path is as follows: $L \rightarrow [\beta]/[\beta+\alpha] + L \rightarrow \beta+\alpha \rightarrow \alpha+\gamma \rightarrow \alpha_2+\gamma$. On cooling, the $\beta$ phase becomes unstable and transforms into the $\alpha$ phase. With further solid state cooling, the $\alpha$ phase becomes unstable and orders into the $\alpha_2$ phase at around 1117°C. Stacking faults are produced by this ordering reaction on the basal plane with many antiphase boundaries. The $\gamma$ phase then nucleates and grows ($\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2+\text{SF}$ (stacking faults) $\rightarrow \alpha_2+\gamma$) from these faults following the orientation relationship $(0001)_{\alpha_2} \parallel \{111\}_\gamma$ and $(110)_{\alpha_2} \parallel (1\overline{1}0)_\gamma$ [26, 27].
Figure 2.3 Central part of the binary Ti-Al phase diagram [25].

However, a variety of different solid state phase transformation can occur during cooling from high-temperatures depending on the thermo-mechanical processing route and conditions, and hence a range of microstructural morphologies can be obtained. For instance, during casting or ingot processing, the peritectic reaction based solidification often results in macroscopic columnar grains and a pronounced microsegregation of the alloying elements [28]. In general, the wide range of microstructures are classified into four categories, namely near-gamma, duplex, nearly-lamellar, and fully lamellar as shown in Figure 2.4 [29, 30].

The near-gamma microstructure (Figure 2.4a) is formed when the material is heat-treated in the $\alpha_2+\gamma$ phase field. Heat-treatment in this phase field results in the coarsening of the existing $\gamma$ grains. The microstructure is characterised by coarse gamma grain regions with fine $\gamma$ grain stringer regions containing dispersed $\alpha_2$ particles.

The duplex microstructure (Figure 2.4b) is a mixture of fine fully lamellar colonies and equiaxed $\gamma$ grains. It forms when heating temperature is in the $\alpha+\gamma$ phase field where the $\alpha/\gamma$ phase volume ratio is equal to 1. A very fine duplex microstructure can form with an average grain size in the order of 10 $\mu$m. Due to the very fine grain size, the duplex
microstructure exhibits the best ductility and strength at room temperature, but at higher temperatures creep and fatigue resistance is very low.

Figure 2.4 Microstructure types in dual phase titanium aluminides: (a) fully lamellar, (b) duplex, (c) nearly lamellar and (d) near gamma [29, 30].

The fully lamellar morphology consists of alternating $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ plates. The formation of this microstructure always occurs upon slow cooling from temperatures in the pure $\alpha$ phase field to room temperature (Figure 2.4c). In addition, the intermediate cooling rates can lead to the formation of Widmanstätten lath colonies and feathery structures as shown in Figure 2.5 [31]. Widmanstätten colonies (Figure 2.5a) are packets of parallel $\alpha_2 + \gamma$ lamellae inside lamellar colonies and have a different interface orientation to the surrounding lamellae [32]. The feathery structures (Figure 2.5b) resemble lamellar structures and have the usual crystallographic-orientation relationship between the
phases, but are misoriented by less than around 15° with respect to the surrounding colony [33]. It usually has excellent creep and fatigue resistance properties but low ductility and strength due to the coarse grains in the range of 200 to 1000 μm.

![Figure 2.5](image)

**Figure 2.5** Schematic illustration of the morphology of lamellar microstructure with characteristic alternations: (a) Widmanstätten colonies, and (b) feathery structure [32].

The nearly lamellar microstructure (Figure 2.4d) forms at an intermediate temperature between that of fully lamellar and duplex. It is characterized by a majority of lamellar colonies with some equiaxed γ grains.

Of these microstructures, the duplex and fully lamellar microstructure have exhibited mechanical properties conducive for a range of commercial applications [34]. Hence, over the past decades, the development of gamma titanium aluminides has been geared towards development of microstructures having the best features of duplex and fully lamellar microstructure properties [35, 36].

### 2.1.3 Mechanical Properties

Titanium aluminide alloys display attractive properties such as low density, high elastic moduli, low diffusion coefficient, good structural stability, and good resistance against both oxidation and corrosion (Table 2.2 [31]). As discussed earlier, due to the long-range order of intermetallics, titanium aluminides lack room temperature ductility and fracture toughness. Fatigue crack growth rates are also an area of concern [37], therefore, these alloys must possess a good balance of various low and high temperature mechanical properties for technical applications. In the past, the appealing
properties of titanium aluminides were outweighed by their difficulties in processing and machining at room temperature.

**Table 2.2 Properties of titanium alloys, titanium aluminides and superalloys [31].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Ti-Base</th>
<th>Ti$_{3}$Al-Base</th>
<th>TiAl-Base</th>
<th>Superalloys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>hcp/bcc</td>
<td>D0$_{19}$</td>
<td>L1$_{0}$</td>
<td>fcc/L1$_{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (g/cm$^3$)</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1-4.7</td>
<td>3.7-3.9</td>
<td>7.9-8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>95-115</td>
<td>110-145</td>
<td>160-180</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>380-1150</td>
<td>700-990</td>
<td>350-600</td>
<td>800-1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>480-1200</td>
<td>800-1140</td>
<td>440-700</td>
<td>1250-1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room-temp. Ductility (%)</td>
<td>10-25</td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>3-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-temp. Ductility (%/°C)</td>
<td>12-50</td>
<td>12-20/660</td>
<td>10-600/870</td>
<td>20-80/870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room-Temp. Fracture</td>
<td>12-50</td>
<td>13-30</td>
<td>12-35</td>
<td>30-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toughness (MPa$\sqrt{m}$)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750$^<em>$-950$^</em>$</td>
<td>800-1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creep Limit (°C)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750$^<em>$-950$^</em>$</td>
<td>800-1090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation (°C)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>800$^<em>$-950$^</em>$</td>
<td>870-1090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Duplex microstructures. † Fully-lamellar microstructures. ‡ Uncoated. § Coated/Actively cooled.

2.1.3.1 Deformation Mechanism

It is well known that titanium aluminides are quite brittle materials and exhibit typical deformation behaviour of intermetallics including lack of ductility (1~3 % at room temperature), strong plastic anisotropy, anomalous increase of the yield stress with temperature, complex slip geometry and break-down of Schmid's law [38]. These attributes can be determined by the dislocation cores and the kinematics of dislocation propagation.
Figure 2.6 Potential slip and twinning systems of the L1₀ structure, schematic drawing of a three-layer sequence of atom stacking on the (111) plane shown by small, medium and large circles [39, 40].

The deformation phenomena in two-phase γ-TiAl based alloys are often governed by the γ phase. As such, the slip planes in the L1₀ structure that has a close relationship with the face-centred cubic lattice play a key role in the deformation modes of the engineering γ-TiAl alloys [41, 42]. The controlling deformation systems in the γ phase are recognised as ordinary dislocations with Burgers vector $\frac{1}{2}\langle 110 \rangle$, ordered twinning of the type $\frac{1}{6}\langle 11\bar{2}\rangle\langle 111 \rangle$ and superdislocations with Burgers vectors $\langle 101 \rangle$, all operating on the close-packed $\{111\}$ planes, as shown in Figure 2.6 [39, 40]. Instead, the glide elements of α₂ phase are determined by the hexagonal ordered D0₁₉ crystal structure. Their deformation is primarily provided by the two types of superdislocations $\frac{1}{3}\langle 1\bar{1}20 \rangle$ gliding on the $\{10\bar{1}0\}$ prism planes or the basal plane $\{0001\}$ and $\frac{1}{3}\langle \bar{1}2\bar{1}6 \rangle$ gliding on the pyramidal planes $\{1\bar{2}11\}$. The decomposition of $\frac{1}{3}\langle 1\bar{1}20 \rangle$ superdislocation into superpartials is much easier on the prism plane than on the basal plane due to the lower APB energy on the prism plane [43, 44]. The $\frac{1}{3}\langle \bar{1}2\bar{1}6 \rangle\{1\bar{2}11\}$ pyramidal slip system shows a similar mechanism and its decomposition may lead to pinning [45, 46]. Accordingly, a large amount of tensile elongation can be produced by prismatic slip but a limited amount of ductility is present in basal plane slip [47]. As such, the lack of
independent slip systems is thought to be a contributing factor for the brittleness of the two-phase $\gamma$-TiAl based alloys [48]. It has been established that the effect of $\alpha_2$ phase in the two-phase alloys is to improve the purity of $\gamma$ phase by gettering the interstitial impurities [49, 50]. As a consequence, the glide of $\frac{1}{2}(110)$ ordinary dislocations is the dominant deformation mode, followed by mechanical twinning that is primarily caused by the presence of lamellar structure [31, 51].

2.1.3.2 Tensile Properties

In general, the chemical composition, a well-controlled manufacturing process and the post production heat treatment procedures are considered as key factors that influence the microstructure and thereby achieve the required properties for the envisaged application. Engineering alloys of technical interest contain between 43 and 48 at.% Al, together with other alloying additions. This is mainly due to the fact that the ductility of dual phase alloys increases with an increase in Al concentration up to 48 at.% and then decreases with a further increase in Al concentration beyond 50 at.% [21, 52]. In general, a reduction in Al content tends to increase the strength level, but reduces ductility and oxidation resistance.

It is now accepted that technical alloys should contain both the $\gamma$ and $\alpha_2$ phases so that dislocations at phase boundaries can contribute to deformation and oxygen within the $\gamma$ phase can be scavenged by the $\alpha / \alpha_2$ phase. In binary alloys, the Al level determines the initial phase to precipitate on solidification and the subsequent phase transformations. For a given alloy, properties are very dependent on microstructure, and microstructure is strongly sensitive to composition. Figure 2.7 shows the sensitivity of mechanical properties to microstructural features of titanium aluminides [53]. The better room temperature ductility and strength are found to appear in the fine grained duplex microstructure and equiaxed structures than fully lamellar microstructure. Yet, the desirable high temperature properties such as creep and fatigue resistance are obtained
with the fully lamellar structure. The nearly-γ structure has been demonstrated to have the highest ductility at room temperature as a result of the high volume fraction of the γ grain despite having a coarser grain size than the duplex structure [54].

![Microstructure-properties relationships in titanium aluminides](image)

**Figure 2.7** Microstructure-properties relationships in titanium aluminides [53].

The tensile properties and their relationship with microstructural characteristics of the two-phase titanium aluminides can be interpreted in terms of the Hall–Petch equation [55]:

\[
\sigma_y = \sigma_{0,y} + k_y d^{-1/2}
\]

Eq. 2.1

Here \(\sigma_y\) is the yield strength, \(\sigma_{0,y}\) is a measure of the lattice frictional stress, \(k_y\) is a dislocation unpinning parameter and \(d\) is the average grain diameter.
It has been demonstrated that colony size, interlamellar spacings, and alloy addition are three interrelated factors that affect the mechanical properties of the TiAl alloys with fully lamellar structures [56]. The poor room temperature tensile strength and ductility of fully lamellar microstructures compared to that of fine-grained duplex microstructure are principally due to their coarse grain size. Therefore, the room temperature tensile properties can be improved by reducing the colony size and lamellar spacing.

The tensile properties of dual phase $\gamma$-TiAl alloys are also dependent on the test temperature. There is a clear brittle to ductile transition temperature (BDTT) range of 700 ~ 800 °C, which is related to the alloy composition and microstructural features. The tensile strength increases as temperature goes up to the BDTT and then decreases with a further increase of temperature. Conversely, the ductility increases slightly when the test temperature increases to the BDTT, while it shows a significant increase beyond the BDTT owing to the increased activities of twinning and ordinary dislocations [57].

### 2.1.4 Applications

Gamma titanium aluminides have attracted significant attention in a variety of automotive and aerospace applications. The purpose in these applications is to substitute the heavier conventional titanium, nickel or iron-based superalloys in certain ranges of stress and temperature.

In the field of automotive applications, the $\gamma$-TiAl alloys offer interesting possibilities due to their high heat resistance, low density and high thermal conductivity. The major uses of these intermetallic alloys are in turbine rotors, blades of turbochargers and exhaust valves [58]. The first commercial use of $\gamma$-TiAl alloys has been in high performance turbochargers for sports cars in 1999 [59]. Also, it has been demonstrated that improved power output and reduced fuel consumption are achieved for automotive reciprocating engines where certain components made with titanium aluminide have been substituted for those using traditional materials [60, 61]. However, the long-term
use of titanium aluminides in such applications will be primarily determined by the availability of alternative cost-effective manufacturing technologies.

The aerospace sector appears to be another suitable application for titanium aluminide intermetallics. The first major aerospace applications of γ-TiAl alloys have been focused on the development of aero-engine craft. Traditionally, aero-engine components operating above 600 °C have used steel or nickel-based alloys. These much heavier alloys are not able to meet the requirements involving higher trust to weight ratios, fewer compressor and turbine stages, and increased turbine entry temperatures [62]. In order to achieve these targets, much work has concerned titanium intermetallic systems. Their low density and good resistance to temperature promote the development of γ-TiAl alloys for rotating components in turbine engines [12]. Also, a significant amount of time and effort have been spent in developing low-pressure and high-pressure turbine blades with γ-TiAl alloys for aircraft engines [63-66]. The corresponding qualification and certification procedures have been successfully completed. Because of this achievement, the utilisation of titanium aluminide intermetallics can dramatically expand in aero-engines. The γ-TiAl alloys also have fascinating potential for a number of exotic aerospace applications. Components made from titanium aluminides can effectively reduce the exhaust and noise pollution as well as increase the failure strength in supersonic high-speed civilian transport system, for instance, hypersonic planes and space vehicles [67].

2.2 Manufacturing of Titanium Aluminides

Industrial scale processing routes that have been used to produce γ-TiAl alloy billets and components include investment casting, ingot or powder metallurgy. In most aspects these techniques are the same as those used to produce conventional titanium and nickel-based alloys [28]. Figure 2.8 indicates a flowchart of typical processing methods.
for titanium aluminides [68]. As can be seen from this flowchart, for the case of TiAl alloys these processes often require a series of additional post-processing steps such as hot-isostatic pressing, ageing, annealing, and hot working to improve the mechanical properties to desirable levels and to obtain the desired component geometries. For casting and ingot metallurgy processes, the main difficulties encountered in producing $\gamma$-TiAl are the development of cracks, inhomogeneous microstructure and coarse-grained microstructure, resulting in poor mechanical properties. For example, casting defects and strong segregation of impurity elements are found in titanium aluminides produced by various casting method [69]. Bryant and Semiatin [70] have pointed out that microsegregation is an obvious phenomenon in multicomponent ingot-metallurgy titanium aluminides as well as in binary alloys. Powder metallurgy minimises these problems, but introduces the likelihood of porosity and contamination [71]. Although post-processing operations can solve many of the problems associated with the three main processes, and each manufacturing route can produce acceptable material, the overall production costs are inevitably increased. High costs especially due to the post processing steps after ingot production or powder consolidation have, in most cases so far, outweighed the benefits of high performance and weight savings in the final application [72].

In order to reduce the post-processing steps and their costs, titanium aluminide components with desired mechanical properties and complex shapes have been successfully formed using several advanced techniques such as direct rolling, laser forming, and spark plasma sintering. Reduced production time is the major advantage of these techniques compared to the traditional methods, while the main drawbacks are porosity and limited scalability [73].

Therefore, novel manufacturing methods are required to have the potential to substantially reduce the manufacturing costs and simultaneously increase the material productivity (the “fly-to-buy-ratio” in the aerospace sector). As such, near net-shape
techniques have received greater attention in a combination of casting, welding, superplastic forming, diffusion bonding and powder metallurgy.

![Flowchart of typical processing method for titanium aluminides](image)

**Figure 2.8** A flowchart of typical processing method for titanium aluminides [68].

### 2.2.1 Ingot Metallurgy and Casting

Conventional ingot metallurgy (IM) has successfully utilised three principal melting techniques involving induction skull melting (ISM), vacuum arc melting (VAR) and plasma arc melting (PAM) [74, 75]. The TiAl ingots can be produced by the arc melting of a consumable electrode acting as the negative pole of the arc in a high vacuum environment. The positive pole of the arc is a water-cooled copper mold that contains the molten metal and does not contaminate the ingot [31].

It has been well documented that the main problems encountered when applying ingot metallurgy to titanium aluminide alloys are the development of cracks and the presence of dendritic, inhomogeneous and coarse-grained microstructure [76-78]. Hence, post production steps are necessary to produce titanium aluminide parts with desirable microstructural features and the required mechanical properties. For example, Figure 2.9 illustrates the necessary post production routes for producing a TiAl compressor blade [53].
The titanium aluminide ingots and castings are necessarily subjected to several thermo-mechanical routes such as hot rolling, isothermal forging, and hot extrusion in order to achieve the designed component shape that is free of impurities. The residual stresses inside the components can be relieved by further heat treatments. In addition to these thermo-mechanical treatments, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and the associated dynamic recrystallisation have also been applied on the ingots and castings to improve chemical homogeneity and refine microstructure [4, 79].

2.2.2 Powder Metallurgy

Powder metallurgy (PM) is a widely used technique to produce complex components. This technique loads the metal powders into a die to form compacts at approximately room temperature, which are then placed inside a furnace. A near-net shape component with adequate mechanical properties can be achieved by sintering of the powder particles under a protective atmosphere at a temperature below the melting point of the material in order to maintain the required compact shape [80].
Two essential approaches named as prealloyed and elemental powder technologies have been applied to produce titanium aluminide components. The powder-metallurgical production of titanium aluminide parts is usually accomplished with the help of rapid solidification methods and the compaction of these powders to the final component by hot isostatic pressing (HIP). Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) of powder compacts is a very popular powder metallurgy based method to produce TiAl billets [81-84]. In addition, secondary processing such as hot rolling or superplastic forming is necessary to achieve suitable properties for different applications [85].

The primary advantage of powder metallurgy is lower overall production cost due to little machining. Thus, near-net shape titanium aluminide components can be made on an economical basis with high quality and minimal waste. Further, powder metallurgy can overcome many of the problems associated with ingot metallurgy, such as centerline porosity, chemical inhomogeneity, regions of varying density and microstructure [86]. Besides, new alloys that cannot be made by conventional ingot metallurgy can receive considerable development through powder metallurgy.

However, there are still some disadvantages. The presence of impurities in the powders in the form of interstitial elements leads to porosity in the final product [87]. To overcome this potential problem, high purity TiAl powders have been successfully produced by gas atomization process, but the cost of raw materials is increased significantly. Another problem associated with powder metallurgy is the limited flexibility in hot isostatic pressing to control the grain size of the final part.

2.2.3 Additive Layer Manufacturing

Additive manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing is an emerging process for joining materials to make objects from 3D model data. As opposed to traditional subtractive manufacturing methodologies, components can be economically produced by progressive consolidation of raw materials, such as powder or wire, in a layer-by-layer
manner with this additive approach [88]. This innovative technology is becoming a cost-effective competitor to machining and forming technologies and has been proven to be very effective in building up complex geometries layer by layer, and so is often referred to as additive layer manufacturing (ALM). There are many terms commonly used for AM, such as solid free form fabrication (SFF), rapid manufacturing (RM), 3D printing (3DP), and so forth, but they all have the origins of rapid prototyping [89]. An overview of the different additive manufacturing processes is shown in Figure 2.10 [90]. These technologies were first created to produce pre-production design models, but they have expanded since then.

**Figure 2.10** Three-dimensional printing processes [90].

Rapid prototyping (RP) was introduced first in 1980’s [91]. As one of the earlier ALM processes, 3D objects has been successfully produced by RP technology using computer-aided design (CAD). The product development with this process shows major advances involving the time and cost reduction, human interaction, and consequently the product development cycle [92]. In addition, it is possible to produce components with complex shapes that would be extremely difficult to machine.

Not all commonly manufactured components can be produced by the RP process even though many metals and ceramics can be successfully printed [93]. The part size is still
limited. In some cases, components with larger dimension are not able to be produced by currently available additive manufacturing equipment.

Nevertheless, additive manufacturing is a rapidly growing technology due to several advantages. The manufacturing costs and required time can be effectively reduced by using AM process. This promising technique can also provide an economical way to produce unique products at low volumes. Also, the environmental and ecological potential of AM process leads to light-weight components on demand with optimised designs by using less raw material, creating less waste material and eliminating hard tooling.

2.2.3.1 Metal Additive Layer Manufacturing

Metal additive layer manufacturing (ALM) has experienced extensive development and found enormous attractions over the past decade [94]. A heat source, such as laser, electron beam or welding arc, is focused on a substrate to create a melt pool following a designed moving path. The melted raw materials (powder or wire) can be progressively consolidated to form the final components in a layer-by-layer manner as represented schematically in Figure 2.11 [95].

![Figure 2.11 ALM multilayer procedure consisting of 10 layers of Ti-6Al-4V deposited on a substrate of the same material [95].](image)
ALM systems that produce metal parts can be divided into three broad groups: powder-bed systems, laser powder injection and free-form fabrication, as shown in Figure 2.12 [96, 97]. The first group consists of systems that use a laser or electron beam to heat powder to melt and form parts [98, 99]. All of the systems in this group produce parts in a powder bed, meaning that the parts being fabricated are entirely surrounded by unused powder when the build process is complete. The second group of metal-based ALM systems is laser powder injection system, where the powder is fed through a nozzle and laser beam melts the powder at the point where it crosses the beam path. It is capable of producing functionally graded materials with automated dispensing control of multiple materials [100], and does not require a powder bed. The third group is the freeform fabrication ALM processes including electron beam deposition of metal wire [101], ultrasonic consolidation of metal layers [102], and arc deposition of powder and wire [103, 104].

During fabrication, the energy source and type of raw material are two key process elements required to form the components. The most commonly used heat source in current ALM systems is laser or electron beam. Laser-based systems are capable of producing a surface finish that is as good as or better than a sand-cast finish, although not as good as a finish-machined component. In addition, fine feature details can also be obtained in the components built by laser systems. Electron beam systems are many times faster than laser-based systems despite somewhat more expensive equipment.
Superior mechanical properties and lower distortion can be achieved by electron beam systems. The surface finish and feature detail have significantly improved in recent years but is not yet able to match the capabilities of laser systems [105].

With respect to the input materials for ALM technology, many of the powder based systems use powder recycling and are prone to high impurity levels in the output materials [106]. Wire-based techniques can overcome many of the problems of powder-based techniques. It has been demonstrated that the wire-feed processes are more economical and less susceptible to contamination from the atmosphere in comparison to processes using powders [107]. Also, the deposition rates of wire-feed systems can be more than ten times higher, and there is almost no limitation regarding the size of the component that can be built, provided the manipulator is sufficiently large and appropriate inert gas shielding can be maintained around the melting zone or other areas at critically high temperatures [108].

However, less attention has been paid to wire-feed processes in comparison to powder-bed or powder-feed (also: blown-powder) processes in the last decades. The increasing market demand has promoted wire-feed processes in recent years [109, 110]. Mostly for these reasons, it may be prudent to focus research activities on relevant issues for wire-based processes involving repeatability, material properties, material usage, possible part size, and building speed.

2.2.3.2 Applications

The AM technology has matured significantly from its development years in the late 1990s. Now the innovative technology has been welcomed in many industrial sectors such as biomedical, aerospace, automotive and tooling, due to the obvious advantages in product customisation, maximum material savings, and gradual and controlled porous structures [111]. Additive manufacturing in combination with imaging technology is transforming the practice of medicine; it is now possible to have a precise model of a
body part and implant before surgery, increasing the likelihood of a successful procedure despite its complexity [112]. Additive manufacturing simplifies the design process across a wide range of disciplines such as civil engineering and architecture, as 3D scaled models complex civil projects can be quickly and economically produced [113]. The application of additive layer manufacturing in the automotive industry is useful for modelling of new components, or small-volume reproduction of obsolete parts. Aerospace and automotive components made from materials such as titanium alloys and titanium aluminides that are difficult to manufacture by conventional production processes represent particularly interesting applications for additive manufacturing. In the aerospace industry, additive layer manufacturing is advantageous in reducing the buy-to-fly ratio, reducing wastage and processing time, saving energy and giving more flexibility of complex parts that would be difficult to achieve using conventional machining processes [114].

Numerous ALM processes have been successfully established for conventional metals, including aluminium [115, 116], nickel [117, 118], steel [108] and titanium [97, 119]. Among them, considerable production-related studies have been conducted on ALM processes applied to titanium alloys, particularly on Ti-6Al-4V. Several investigators have assessed the build rate, surface quality, overall deposition accuracy, level of impurities, post-processing treatment such as hot isostatic processing, heat treatment, extent of machining, and cost, compared to conventional subtractive processes. Kelly and Kampe [120, 121] have investigated the microstructural characterization and thermal history in laser additive manufactured Ti-6Al-4V builds, respectively. The resultant microstructure consisted of a periodic, scale-graded layer of basketweave Widmanstätten α and a banding that consisted of colony Widmanstätten α. Also, a numerical model has been developed to study the effect of process parameters on the thermal-profile characteristic. The constructed model has been used to develop a microstructure-evolution map to qualitatively determine the equilibrium and non-equilibrium transformations during laser additive manufacturing. Mok et al. [122, 123]
have assessed the microstructure and mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V walls produced with the high powered diode laser additive manufacturing process. The investigations demonstrated that the wire-fed deposition process was able to provide a high deposition rate with good quality. Baufeld et al. [124] compared the microstructure and mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V components fabricated by laser-beam deposition and shaped metal deposition with GTAW. Both techniques were shown to have high deposition rate and the capability to produce ALM components with excellent mechanical properties. Martina et al. [106] studied the benefits of plasma wire deposition for the additive layer manufacture of Ti-6Al-4V. They also established regression models capable of predicting the main geometric features of the deposited ALM walls. All the results showed the feasibility of using plasma wire deposition for ALM of large aerospace structural components. In Brandl et al. [125] the elementary properties of wire-fed additive layer manufactured T-6Al-4V material in correlation to process parameters and heat treatments were discussed comprehensively. However, the reason of hardness variation with post heat treatment could not be determined from the current results and has to be verified by further experiments. Additionally, Wang et al. [126] utilised wire and arc additive manufacture out-of-chamber deposition technology to successfully fabricate large near-net shape Ti-6Al-4V components and investigated their microstructure, tensile and fatigue properties. The averaged yield and ultimate tensile strengths of the as-deposited material were found to be slightly lower than those for a forged Ti-6Al-4V bar, while the ductility was similar and the mean fatigue life was significantly higher when porosity that caused by contamination of the wire was avoided. Therefore, it is necessary to minimise wire contamination in order to implement wire and arc ALM in the aerospace industry.

However, the application of ALM to intermetallics such as titanium aluminide has been limited to laser melting- and electron beam melting-based techniques. D Srivastava [127, 128] applied direct laser fabrication to fabricate TiAl alloy components using gas
atomised TiAl powders. The range of processing parameters was identified and controlled by an intelligent feedback system. The authors also established the relationship of processing parameters and the subsequent heat treatment with the microstructure and mechanical properties. Nevertheless, large extent of thermal cracking was found in the as-fabricated component and the quality of surface finish should be improved. Laser melting deposition (LMD) ALM has been used to produce TiAl intermetallics and the resultant microstructure and mechanical properties were analysed in detail [129]. In comparison to the conventional routes, LMD processed specimen showed smaller grain size and higher ultimate tensile strength but very low ductility due to the fully lamellar microstructure. The effects of heat treatment have also been evaluated [130]. Uniform microstructure was obtained after annealing at certain conditions for as-fabricated alloys with different composition. The room-temperature strength was improved after heat treatment, while the ductility was still very low. The first successful application of electron beam melting (EBM) on fabricating TiAl components has been reported to consolidate Ti-47Al-2Cr-2Nb powders [131]. Two EBM processing routes of prealloyed TiAl powders have also been explored to successfully produce near net shape parts, while the processing conditions should be adjusted to reduce vaporisation and achieve the desired $\gamma$-TiAl phase [6]. Furthermore, Murr et al. [132] have demonstrated the potential to build near net shape and complex titanium aluminide products directly using powder-bed electron beam melting (EBM) technology for aerospace and automotive applications. However, non-optimised build parameters lead to some regions of residual porosity in the EBM-fabricated titanium aluminide alloys. Biamino et al. [133] recently succeeded in producing $\gamma$-TiAl based alloy with low levels of internal defects and consistent tensile properties by using powder-bed EBM. The as-fabricated titanium aluminide part exhibited fine and homogeneous microstructure as well as very low residual microporosity after hot isostatically pressing. Therefore, the improvement of current techniques and the
development of new processes with high level of precision play an important role in making ALM systems faster and more productive.

2.3 Joining Techniques for γ-TiAl Alloys

As demonstrated in the previous section, titanium aluminides are valuable structural materials in the aerospace, automotive and power generation industries due to their superior properties at elevated temperature such as high specific strength and modulus [134]. In order to achieve effective industrial utilisation, γ-TiAl alloys have attracted a great deal of research interest in methods for joining of these alloys together, and also the joining to other related materials. To cover this range of joining requirements, a diverse set of techniques are needed. Solid-state joining, brazing and fusion welding processes will be described in the following sections.

2.3.1 Solid State Welding

Several specialised solid state welding processes have been reported to obtain joints between titanium and aluminium as well as titanium aluminides and themselves. Friction stir welding, as a press welding method, have been used to produce a lap joint of titanium and aluminium with free defect and considerable mechanical property [135, 136]. The effect of heat treatment on the interlayer of friction weld joint has been investigated by Fuji [137]. Sound γ-TiAl welds with good high-temperature strength have also been obtained by friction stir welding [138].

Another effective solid joining method is diffusion bonding. This technique has been reported to successfully join commercially pure Al and pure Ti [139]. Also, diffusion bonding is a suitable process for titanium aluminides. Defect free titanium aluminide bonds has been achieved by diffusion bonding at different temperature ranges and using different bonding pressures [140, 141]. Heat treatment has also been performed to improve the mechanical properties of the bonds.
2.3.2 Brazing Techniques

Brazing is the bonding of metal that occurs when a high-temperature filler is allowed to melt and flow into a joint by capillary action before the filler solidifies [142]. For reactive metals such as titanium and aluminium, brazing processes are usually conducted in a vacuum or inert gas atmosphere to prevent surface oxidation during heating [143].

Since brazing does not impose severe stresses on the weld, this technique has received special attentions in joining TiAl alloys to themselves or to other materials. Infrared brazing was utilised by Shiue et al. [144, 145] to join TiAl alloys with pure Ag, BAg-8 and BAISi-4 brazing alloys. The interfacial microstructural evolution, joints properties and reaction kinetics were comprehensively evaluated. Ti–Ni–Cu brazing alloys were used by Wallis et al. [146] to braze TiAl alloys. High-quality brazed joints with good room temperature and high-temperature properties were obtained.

2.3.3 Laser and Electron Beam Fusion Welding

Although solid state welding processes and brazing techniques can produce successful titanium aluminide joints, some problems such as ultimate joint strength, long joining time, high cost of equipment and restricted component dimensions have limited the application of these methods. Hence, fusion welding techniques for titanium aluminides including electron beam welding (EBW), laser welding and gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) are necessary alternatives for achieving joints with the desired properties. Due to its importance to this study, the GTAW process will be described in detail in the following section.

Electron beam welding uses the high power density of an electron beam to produce excellent reproducible welds with low distortion and high integrity at high weld speeds done in a high-vacuum chamber [147]. These advantages lead to frequent application of electron beam welding in the aerospace industry. The weldability of $\gamma$-TiAl joints by
electron beam welding has been studied by Xu et al. [148]. The results have indicated that the high heat stress and microstructure brittleness cause solid state cracking in the titanium aluminide welds. EBW has been used to produce crack-free joints through controlling the weld cooling rate in order to allow the $\alpha$ phase to fully decompose [149, 150]. Chen et al. [151] have investigated the crack formation in electron beam welded titanium aluminides and found a composite control method to prevent cold cracking. However, the expensive equipment and restricted size of the components are major inconveniences for the development of electron beam welding.

Apart from electron beam welding, the laser welding process is also capable of high scanning speed and is readily automated for manufacturing. Major advantages include high reproducibility and very narrow beam focus, and consequently reduced distortion. In some cases, large and complex formed structures can be easily produced in an ambient atmosphere [152]. However, the reactivity of titanium aluminides with oxygen requires inert gas shielding to protect the welds. While this may place size limitations on the laser welding equipment, it is nevertheless much less expensive than providing the high vacuum environment required for EBW. In the literature, the mechanical and microstructural characteristics have been thoroughly investigated in Ti-24Al-17Nb laser welds [153] and laser welded titanium-aluminium joints [154]. Post weld heat treatment is advisable to reduce residual stress at the welds and optimise the microstructure. These results are useful for modification of the welding parameters in order to improve the properties.

2.3.4 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding

Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is a fusion welding process that forms a stable electric arc between a non-consumable tungsten electrode and a workpiece of opposite polarities in an inert atmosphere, as shown in Figure 2.13 [155]. The arc produces a molten weld pool at the workpiece surface, into which additional filler material (usually in the form of wire or rod) can be fed if required by the application. For the butt joint
shown in Figure 2.13, a relatively small addition of filler material may be required to provide reinforcement of the joint. For the additive layer manufacturing process, a significantly larger quantity of material is added, to produce a significant buildup of material in order to produce the desired component as rapidly as possible.

There are a series of controlling parameters that have a dominant effect on the final product in GTAW. The arc current is a key variable that governs the penetration depth, melting width, welding speed, weld bead quality, and ultimately limits the achievable deposition rate. The arc voltage is determined by arc length, arc current, and the shielding gas. The preferred shielding gas for most reactive materials is argon, due to the low cost and low ionisation potential. Arc length has the most significant effect on the arc voltage (approximately 0.3 Volt/mm), while the arcing current has a smaller influence (approximately 0.01 Volt/Ampere). For short arc lengths (approximately 3mm) and moderate arc current (less than 150 Amperes), the arc voltage is dominated by the fall voltages in the anode and cathode regions. Under such conditions, the GTAW arc voltage is approximately 12 Volts.

![Gas Tungsten Arc Welding Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.13** Schematic drawing of gas tungsten arc welding [155].

Generally, the arc current multiplied by the arc voltage generates the heat energy developed in the arcing zone. Approximately 80% of the heat can be transferred to the
workpiece causing a small molten region, which can solidify subsequently to form the weld metal. The size of the molten weld pool is determined by the heat input to the weld pool and the conductive and radiative heat losses away from the weld pool. In addition, the feeding rate of the filler metal is independent of the arc current, but is ultimately limited by the energy available to satisfactorily melt both the filler metal and the workpiece. Within limits, this allows independent control of dilution (mixing, or alloying, of filler material with the molten workpiece material) and the energy input to the weld.

Therefore, the GTAW process can offer great flexibility for both manual and automatic application at minimum capital investment. As a very stable and clean welding process, GTAW has become the most widely used process for joining titanium and titanium alloys [156, 157] as well as additively manufactured titanium alloys as referenced in section 2.2.3.2. However, less attention has been given to the welding of titanium aluminides using GTAW. Kelly [158] provided a detailed study on repair welding of $\gamma$-TiAl alloys with the GTAW process. The effects of welding parameters, preweld heat treatment, preheating and postweld heat treatment on the weldability of titanium aluminide welds have been investigated in this study. The results have demonstrated that crack-free GTA Ti-48Al-2Cr-2Nb titanium aluminide welds can be produced after optimising the ductility. The microstructural characteristics in both fusion zone and heat-affected zone of $\gamma$-TiAl welds using the GTAW process have been studied by Mallory et al. [159, 160]. A dendritic solidification microstructure and compositional coring produced during non-equilibrium solidification have been found in the weld fusion zone, while the weld HAZ has been found to exhibit equiaxed $\gamma$ and grain boundary $\alpha_2$ base metal microstructure. However, Mallory et al. did not investigate tensile properties on the GTA weldment. Bharani and Acoff [161] have successfully produced crack- and void-free $\gamma$-TiAl welds by using the GTAW process with highest current levels, which can produce the most desirable weld microstructures for both the
cast and extruded $\gamma$-TiAl alloys. Also, the weldability of $\gamma$-TiAl welds produced by GTAW and the effects of postweld heat treatment have been evaluated and discussed. The welded microstructure exhibited predominantly columnar-dendritic growth from the fusion line to the weld centreline with supersaturated $\alpha_2$ phase and massive $\gamma$ metastable structures. Less cracking has been obtained by increasing the welding current, which significantly decrease the amount of $\alpha_2$ phase in the fusion zone. Additionally, a reduction in ductility and a decrease in tensile strength have been observed in the as-welded condition [162, 163]. Arenas and Acoff [162, 163] suggested that postweld heat treatment was effective to modify the fusion zone microstructure and decrease the hardness. However, the postweld heat treatment response of tensile properties for GTA welded titanium aluminide alloy is still unknown. As can be seen from the review of previous work, there is no published work on the $\gamma$-TiAl components produced by a combination of GTAW and ALM although it promises to be an economical manufacturing technique. A series of comprehensive studies are required to establish the feasibility of GTAW-based ALM processing routes for titanium aluminides.

### 2.4 General Summary of Previous Work

It is generally recognised that intermetallic $\gamma$-TiAl based alloys are promising structural materials for high temperature aerospace and automotive applications, including turbine wheels, compressor blades and pistons for reciprocating engines. Central to such applications is the attractive combination of low density, unique mechanical properties such as high specific strength and modulus, and good resistance against oxidation and corrosion.

Major effort has been devoted for over a decade to gain a deeper understanding of the phase transformation, microstructure evolution and their influence on mechanical properties. The maturity in understanding of the intrinsic characteristics has promoted
the improvement of manufacturing technologies for $\gamma$-TiAl alloys, including powder metallurgy, ingot metallurgy and casting. These conventional processes have successfully produced TiAl components with suitable mechanical properties for several high temperature applications in the aerospace and automotive industries. However, the associated cost has been acknowledged as the chief limitation for titanium aluminides to successfully reach the market in a wide range of component forms.

In order to find an economic alternative, several research studies have investigated the use of additive layer manufacturing with minimal post-processing steps for titanium aluminides. Additive layer manufacturing is used to produce complex, near net shape components through deposition of many consecutive layers in the form of powder or wire, offering high geometrical flexibility and major savings in time, material, and hence cost. For many engineering materials, relatively cost-effective fabricating processes have been provided by the appropriate combination of joining methods and additive layer manufacturing. Nevertheless, the current additive manufacturing techniques are not suitable to every manufacturing material. In the case of titanium aluminides, the main limitations of currently available additive manufacturing technology involve the cost, size limitations and material quality.

Based on the above review, research opportunities concentrate on addressing the issues of developing $\gamma$-TiAl alloys with the desired balance of mechanical properties while further reducing the overall manufacturing cost for large components. Considerable work and research are required to promote the development of additive layer manufacturing as a mainstream process for TiAl component production.
3 Experimental Instruments and Methodologies

This chapter describes the experimental instruments and methodologies used for the sample preparation and characterisation in this study. The experimental procedure and the corresponding results are introduced in the following chapters.

3.1 Gas Tungsten Arc Welding-based Additive Layer Manufacturing (GTAW-based ALM)

Figure 3.1 Experimental configuration of GTAW-based ALM process.

A water cooled machine mount GTAW torch and commercial GTAW inverter power source were used to provide the heat source for additive layer manufacturing of $\gamma$-TiAl
alloys and TiAl-based functionally graded materials. During the GTAW-based ALM process, an appropriately designed argon gas shielding device was used to avoid atmospheric oxidation, to produce a final product with minimal oxygen and nitrogen contamination. Interpass temperature was controlled by a preheating system using a flexible ceramic pad heater. The experimental configuration of GTAW-based ALM process is shown in Figure 3.1. The welding process parameters used for all experiments are listed in Table 3.1.

**Table 3.1 Summary of GTAW-based ALM processing parameters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polarity</td>
<td>DCEN (Direct Current with Negative Polarity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrode</td>
<td>2 % Ceriated, 2.4 mm φ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shielding gas</td>
<td>Welding Grade Argon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate-Torch nozzle</td>
<td>8 L/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate-Trailing shield Front</td>
<td>10 L/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow rate-Trailing shield Rear</td>
<td>7 L/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-flow duration</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up slope duration</td>
<td>5 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Down slope duration</td>
<td>1 second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post flow duration</td>
<td>30 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel speed</td>
<td>100 mm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc length</td>
<td>3.5 ~ 4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>12 ~ 14 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A twin-wire feeding system, consisting of two synchronised wire feeding units with integrated wire speed sensors, was used to separately deliver pure Ti wire with a diameter of 1.0 mm and pure Al wire with a diameter of 0.9 mm at individually adjustable speeds. With such an arrangement, in-situ alloying of elemental Ti and Al for
titanium aluminides can be accomplished in a well-controlled manner. These wires were deposited onto commercially pure Ti substrates with a plate size of 200 mm × 100 mm × 6 mm. The chemical composition of Ti and Al wires as well as Ti plates is shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Chemical composition of substrate and feeding wires (wt.%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>C_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>H_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>O_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Fe_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Si_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Zn_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Cu_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Mn_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Mg_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Ti_{\text{max}}</th>
<th>Al_{\text{max}}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ti plate</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti wire</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al wire</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Sample Preparation for Metallography

After the GTAW-based ALM process experiments were performed, the as-fabricated parts were sectioned into appropriately sized samples in the region of interest using an Accutom-50 cutting device (Figure 3.2). The parameters for the cutting process on this equipment are listed below:

Cutting Blade: Bucher series 15HC diamond, no: 11-4245

Programmed as Struers 358CA

Blade Rotation Speed: 3000 rpm

Feed Speed: 0.020 mm/s

Force Limit: Low

Cooling system: Recirculate water
Figure 3.2 Struers Accutom-50 precision cutting machine.

Afterwards, a CitoPress-20 hot mounting press, shown in Figure 3.3, was used to mount the sectioned samples in Polyfast resin (conductive). The mounted samples were then ground and polished on a Struers Tegapol-21 automatic grinder-polisher (Figure 3.4), based on the standard metallographic method for $\gamma$-TiAl alloys. The details of the grinding-polishing procedure are given in Table 3.3.
Before microstructural investigation, the freshly polished samples were etched with Kroll’s reagent consisting of 100ml distilled water (H$_2$O), 5ml concentrated nitric acid (HNO$_3$) and 3ml 3% hydrofluoric acid (HF).

![Figure 3.4 Struers Tegrapol-21.](image)

**Table 3.3** Sample preparation procedures for microstructural analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Force, N</th>
<th>Time, minute</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grinding</td>
<td>1200# SiC paper</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polishing</td>
<td>15µm MD-Pan cloth</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Water-based lubricant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polishing</td>
<td>0.25µm MD-Chem cloth</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50% OPS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Microscopy

#### 3.3.1 Stereo Microscopy and Optical Microscopy (OM)

A stereo microscopy (Figure 3.5) was used to obtain an overall image of the cross-sections of the as-fabricated components. The low magnification images from this microscope contributed to preliminary inspections of the macrostructure within the GTAW-based ALM produced samples.
3.3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

The key microstructure of GTAW-based ALM produced samples and fractographic features of broken tensile samples in this work were primarily characterised using a JEOL JSM-6490LA scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) as shown in Figure 3.7, operating at 20 kV.
In addition, the achievable microstructure in γ-TiAl alloys is strongly influenced by the chemical composition. Therefore, it is important to investigate the chemical composition of as-fabricated materials. Because different atomic elements have different atomic structure which generates a unique X-ray emission spectrum, the elemental analysis in this work was performed by using the EDS technique.

Figure 3.7 JEOL JSM-6490LA SEM.

**3.4 X-ray Diffraction**

The phase constitution of all samples in this study was identified by X-ray diffraction (XRD) performed with a GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer (Figure 3.8) using monochromatic Cu Kα radiation (wavelength $\lambda = 1.5418\text{Å}$). All diffraction patterns were obtained in a continuous-scan mode with a scanning speed of 4° min$^{-1}$ in the range of 20 ~ 90°. The accelerating voltage and tube current were set at 35 kV and 28.6 mA, respectively. The volume fractions of the different phases were estimated using the integrated intensities through Rietveld refinement.
3.5 Neutron Diffraction and Contour Method

Neutron diffraction experiments on the GTAW-based ALM produced samples were conducted using a high-intensity and high-speed powder diffractometer (WOMBAT) at the OPAL research reactor of the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) [164]. This instrument is capable of accurately measuring light elements in the presence of heavy elements, and is also well suited for multiphase materials and for quantitative phase analysis, in which the presence of minority materials can be measured accurately.

Contour method was applied to measure the residual stress of the GTAW-based ALM produced samples and low temperature heat treated samples. All the experiments were conducted at The Open University in the United Kingdom.
3.6 Mechanical Tests

3.6.1 Microhardness Testing

The microhardness testing were performed on a DuraScan 70 automatic hardness tester using the Vickers hardness method. This facility is shown in Figure 3.9. A load of 200 g was applied to each sample. Each indent was evaluated using Ecos Workflow™ software and the corresponding results were presented graphically.

![Figure 3.9 DuraScan 70 automatic hardness tester.](image)

3.6.2 Tensile Testing

The tensile testing of all samples was performed at room temperature on a MTS370 servo-hydraulic load unit under automated control (Figure 3.10). The applied strain rate was 0.05 s\(^{-1}\). The sample dimensions are shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.10 Photo of MTS370 machine.

Figure 3.11 Configuration of specimen for tensile testing, units are in mm.
4 Effect of Processing Parameters on $\gamma$-TiAl Alloys Produced by the GTAW-based ALM Process

4.1 Introduction

Over the previous decade, additive layer manufacturing (ALM) has been shown to be a feasible and economical alternative to traditional manufacturing methods for many conventional metals due to its ability to produce geometrically intricate components with major savings in time, material, and hence cost [9, 10].

Aerospace and automotive components made from materials such as titanium alloys and titanium aluminides that are difficult to manufacture by conventional production processes represent particularly interesting applications for additive manufacturing. As reviewed in Chapter 2, gamma titanium aluminides are promising structural materials due to the attractive combination of low density, unique mechanical properties, and resistance to oxidation. However, limited work has been devoted to developing ALM processes for titanium aluminide alloys when compared to other alloys. Moreover, all previous research on ALM processed titanium aluminide alloys has been conducted using laser or electron beam as heating source and pre-alloyed metal powders as the deposition medium. Depending on the powders used, the resulting deposits can exhibit an unacceptably high level of defects and impurities. To address this issue, the use of material in the form of solid wire has received attention because the wire-feeding processes are less susceptible to contamination from the atmosphere in comparison to processes using powders [107]. However, the feedstock material is generally restricted to a single wire with the same composition as the substrate, even though studies on wire and arc additive manufacturing technique have been extensively documented [108, 125, 126, 165].
Although more interest has gravitated to wire and arc additive layer manufacturing (WAALM) with the continuing need to reduce the cost and contamination [125, 126, 165, 166], no information is currently available on the use of WAALM to fabricate titanium aluminides, in particular the effects of processing parameters on microstructure and properties. In this context, the present work focuses on an innovative additive layer manufacturing approach for titanium aluminides. The gas tungsten arc welding process combined with in-situ alloying from separate wire feeding of Ti and Al elements is used to produce γ-TiAl based alloys, thereby providing the flexibility of altering the composition during fabrication.

In considering the conditions necessary for efficient production of additively manufactured parts, the bead geometry should be optimised for minimum waste. Moreover, the heat source, feedstock ingredients and deposition process must be critically selected with the objective of achieving components with acceptable properties and shapes. It is well known that welding relies on the heat input, which is dependent on the variables shown in following equation.

\[
Q = \frac{EI}{\nu} \eta
\]  
Eq. 4.1

where \(Q\) is the heat input (J/mm), \(E\) is the voltage (V), \(I\) is the arc current (A), \(\eta\) is the arc efficiency, and \(\nu\) is the welding speed (mm/min). The arc current is the driving factor as it provides the energy to melt the feeding wires when the other variables are kept constant. If there is insufficient or very low arc current it will not allow the weld metal and the parent metal to fuse or join properly. If the arc current applied is excessive it will produce an unnecessarily wide weld pool and hence an over-built deposit that will require a large amount of material to be removed by machining in order to achieve the desired shape. Excessive current can also create turbulence in the shielding gas and weld pool, thus causing contamination.
Furthermore, for this novel GTAW-based ALM approach as well as other additive manufacturing techniques, it is important to understand the effects of the processing parameters on microstructure and properties, in order to achieve material of acceptable quality, repeatability, and reproducibility. Similar to multipass welding processes applied to conventional metallic alloys, the interpass temperature for WAALM is an important process parameter that affects the microstructural and mechanical properties of the fabricated component. Interpass temperature refers to the temperature of the material in the weld area immediately before the second and each subsequent pass of a multiple pass weld [167]. When welding ferrous alloys, a controlled interpass temperature slows the cooling rate through the alloy’s critical temperature to avoid occurrence of defects. Particularly for γ-TiAl alloys, crack-free parts with improved microstructure can be obtained at appropriate cooling rates [150, 151]. In general, γ-TiAl alloys are sensitive to solid-state cracking caused by high heat stress and microstructure brittleness [148, 162], which can be strongly influenced by the interpass temperature. When the constraint in the weldment is small, phase transformations that occur during welding of TiAl play a critical role in weld quality, as investigated by Chaturvedi [150]. Therefore, the influence of interpass temperature on γ-TiAl alloys is only considered for microstructural characteristics in this study.

A key concern for the in-situ alloying process is the effectiveness of the wire mixing behaviour during production of the as-fabricated materials, which determines the microstructure and thus the uniformity of the properties.

Therefore, this chapter aims to better understand the influence of different processing parameters including arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed conditions on the geometry, microstructural characteristics and microhardness of the in-situ alloyed and additively manufactured titanium aluminide components, and thereby decide upon a suitable combination of parameters for future application of this process.
4.2 Experimental Procedure

4.2.1 Investigated Materials

The titanium aluminide alloys used in the current study were all produced by additive layer manufacturing based on GTAW and in-situ alloying. A pure titanium substrate was used as a base metal for depositing the alloys. The GTAW torch was focused on the substrate to create a melt pool into which the Ti and Al wires were delivered individually by two wire-feeding units. In this case, the Ti and Al elemental wires were separately delivered into the weld pool, and the elements are mixed in the molten pool. The elemental feed rates were controlled individually by independently setting the speed of the two-wire feeding units. Figure 4.1 shows the schematic drawing of GTAW-based ALM process. The first layer was bonded to the substrate. After completing a layer, the GTAW torch and the twin wire feedstock nozzles were raised vertically by a distance equal to the layer thickness. A new layer was subsequently deposited onto the previous layer until the component was fully constructed in the layer-by-layer fashion.

The deposition process was protected from oxidation by using an appropriately designed argon gas shielding device, to produce a final product with minimal oxygen and nitrogen contamination. The basic processing parameters of the equipment can be found in Table 3.1, and these remained constant for all experiments. Three sets of walls were produced to the effect of the processing parameters (arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed rate ratio) on the final materials:

(1) Set 1: Three straight walls with 6 layers each were built using different arc current (120, 140 and 160 A) at 765 mm/min Ti wire-feeding rate and 855 mm/min Al wire-feeding rate, in order to investigate the effect of arc current on the final product. The desirable composition was Ti-(43~45) at.% Al based on the calculation of the selected wire-feeding rate. The interpass temperature of 100 °C was used to conduct these experiments.
(2) Set 2: Five straight walls with 20 layers each were fabricated using 120 A current with the same wire feed rate for both wires as in Set 1, to study the effects of interpass temperature. Various interpass temperatures were selected from 100 to 500 °C.

(3) Set 3: Four straight walls, all 100 mm in length, were produced at different wire feed rate ratio using 120 A current and 400 °C interpass temperature. Four groups of Al and Ti wire feed settings were selected: these were 615 mm/min Al and 765 mm/min Ti for Group 1; 730 mm/min Al and 765 mm/min Ti for Group 2; 855 mm/min Al and 765 mm/min Ti for Group 3; and 1015 mm/min Al and 780 mm/min Ti for Group 4. Their corresponding ratios of Al to Ti wire-feeding rates are 0.80, 0.95, 1.12 and 1.30, respectively for the four groups. The final products were investigated in detail to explore the effects of wire feed ratio.

**Figure 4.1** Schematic representation of GTAW-based ALM process.

The following analyses were performed to compare the specimens: wall width and height measurements (only for set 1), microstructure observation, chemical composition and phase evaluation, and microhardness tests.
4.2.2 Metallography

Optical micrographs (OM) were taken of the polished and etched cross-sections. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis system was utilised to determine the element distribution in the different regions of the Set 1 specimens. In order to gain a clear indication of the wire mixing behavior in the GTAW-based ALM produced wall components, compositional analysis of the specimens from Sets 2 and 3 was conducted by EDS measurements adjacent to hardness indentations at approximately 1 mm distance. The accuracy of all chemical composition measurements is ± 0.5 at.%. Phase identification was performed using X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418Å).

4.2.3 Microhardness Testing

All of the Vickers microhardness values were measured on cross-sections of the specimens at a load of 200 g (HV0.2).

The average microhardness value for each of the three walls in Set 1 was calculated from 5 indentations at any one region. Vickers microhardness profiles were performed along the wall vertical centreline at 1 mm intervals from the fusion line to the last layer for all the specimens in Set 2 and 3. The mean hardness value and its standard deviation were then calculated for each sample.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Geometry of As-fabricated Walls

Generally the arc current is a controlled parameter that has the greatest effect on the bead geometry [168]. The two basic geometrical properties are the width and the height of deposited materials. For a given volume, the width and the height are two competing
geometries. If the width increases the height should decrease for a given material deposition rate, and this ratio can be altered by changing the arc current.

Figure 4.2 Effect of arc current on geometry of the wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process.

Figure 4.2 shows the effect of the arc current on the geometry of the as-fabricated wall components. The width of the as-fabricated walls exhibits an increasing trend with an increase in the arc current from 120 to 160 A. The situation was reversed for the effect of arc current on the height of the as-fabricated walls. The heat input is directly proportional to the product of arc current and arc voltage. An increase in current will result in an increase in the heat input for constant arc length. Although there is a large amount of heat produced, the amount of material that is deposited fails to retain the heat, therefore cooling faster. The energy input per unit mass of deposited material (Joules per gram) is much greater than what is required to melt the feed wires, which increase the width of the weld pool. The width and height always compete, as they have to match the volume of materials deposited. Consequently, the width of the as-fabricated walls will be increased while the height will be limited.

In addition, the arc current strongly influences the weld pool penetration, as shown in the typical cross-sections of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls in Figure 4.3. With
increasing the arc current, much more dilution from the pure Ti substrate that is mixed into the weld pool during deposition of the first layer, where penetration of the weld pool into the substrate is over 2 mm for 160 A arc current (Figure 4.3c). This effect is reduced as the next few layers are added.

In regards to the separate issue of heat affected zone (HAZ) in the substrate, the unexpectedly larger HAZ of the 120 A built sample when compared with that of the 140 A built sample is the result of applying the first two heating passes without feeding wires. This was not done for the other two samples, where material was deposited from the first pass onwards.

![Figure 4.3](image)

**Figure 4.3** Typical cross-section morphology of wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process using different arc current: (a) 120 A, (b) 140 A, and (c) 160 A.

### 4.3.2 Effect of Processing Parameters on Macro- and Microstructure

#### 4.3.2.1 Effect of Arc Current on Macro- and Microstructure

It can be seen from Figure 4.3 that all values of arc current produce the typically rounded top surface resulting from the surface tension of the molten material in the weld pool. Large columnar grains oriented parallel to the build-up direction can also be observed, similar to those described in ALM-built Ti-6Al-4V products [120, 169].

The microstructural characterisation in the cross-sections of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls is shown in Figure 4.4. The representative microstructure within the as-fabricated walls is mainly dendrites and lamellar colonies. Arenas [162] described similar microstructures in titanium aluminide welds produced by GTAW. Less dendrites
and interdendritic structures while more lamellar colonies are optically visible in the samples as the arc current is increased from 120 to 160 A as shown in Figures 4.4a, 4.4c and 4.4e. For all samples, on the other hand, the near-substrate zones exhibit a totally different microstructure when compared with the microstructure in the top regions. Inhomogeneous coarse grains decorated by fine plates within each grain interior are observed in the near-substrate zones of samples produced by 120 A (Figure 4.4b) and 140 A (Figure 4.4d), while acicular laths can be found inside the grains with a network of crooked grain boundaries for the 160 A fabricated sample in Figure 4.4f.
Figure 4.4 Representative microstructure of different regions in wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process using different arc current: (a) top region and (b) near-substrate zone in the sample produced by 120 A arc current, (c) top region and (d) near-substrate zone in the sample produced by 140 A arc current, (e) top region and (f) near-substrate zone in the sample produced by 160 A arc current.

4.3.2.2 Effect of Interpass Temperature on Macro- and Microstructure

The micrographs in Figures 4.5 ~ 4.8 show the influence of different interpass temperature on microstructure in the same region of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls. The microstructure in cross-sections of each component is described in top, middle and near-substrate regions. All of the samples have coarse α2 grains with γ laths precipitated at grain boundaries in the near-substrate zone (Figure 4.5). As the build-up continues, fully lamellar colonies with differing sizes and interdendritic γ structures are observed forming layer by layer. Therefore, the microstructures in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 appear alternatively in the middle region. The top regions (Figure 4.8) present finer dendrites and interdendritic areas in comparison to the microstructure in the middle region.

Considering the same region in different samples, the different interpass temperature provides similar microstructural characteristics. Additionally, slightly finer and fewer dendrites and interdendritic structure are found in the top region as the samples undergo higher interpass temperatures.
Figure 4.5 Typical microstructure in the near-substrate zone of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls experiencing different interpass temperature: (a) 100 °C, (b) 200 °C, (c) 300 °C, (d) 400 °C, and (e) 500 °C.

Figure 4.6 Typical microstructure in the middle region of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls experiencing different interpass temperature, lamellar colonies consist of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ lamellae: (a) 100 °C, (b) 200 °C, (c) 300 °C, (d) 400 °C, and (e) 500 °C.
Figure 4.7 Typical microstructure in the middle region of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls experiencing different interpass temperature, the white areas show the interdendritic $\gamma$ phase: (a) 100 °C, (b) 200 °C, (c) 300 °C, (d) 400 °C, and (e) 500 °C.

Figure 4.8 Typical microstructure in the top region of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls experiencing different interpass temperature, the white areas show the interdendritic $\gamma$ phase: (a) 100 °C, (b) 200 °C, (c) 300 °C, (d) 400 °C, and (e) 500 °C.
4 Effect of Processing Parameters on γ-TiAl Alloys Produced by GTAW-based ALM Process

4.3.2.3 Effect of Wire Feed Rate Ratio on Macro- and Microstructure

Microscopic characteristics analysis in the cross-sections of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls does not show any appreciable change in microstructure as a function of wire-feeding rate ratios, even though the change in ratio results in significantly different Al:Ti atomic ratios.

![Representative microstructure](image)

**Figure 4.9** Representative microstructure in the near-substrate zone of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls using wire feed rate ratio of 0.80, the white areas show the interdendritic γ phase: (a) top region, (b) and (c) middle region, and (d) near-substrate zone.
As shown in Figures 4.9 ~ 4.11, dendritic, interdendritic structures and lamellar colonies with different proportions at different locations compose the characteristic microstructure within the as-fabricated walls. The near-substrate zone presents comparatively large $\alpha_2$ grains as shown in Figure 4.9. Some finer $\gamma$ laths precipitate at the grain boundaries and display more contrast variation. Fully lamellar colonies with different sizes (Figures 4.10a~d) and interdendritic $\gamma$ structure (Figures 4.10e~h) can be found in the middle region of the samples. The finer dendrites and interdendritic $\gamma$ phases surrounded by lamellar microstructure are visible in the top layers in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.10 Representative microstructure in middle region of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls using different wire feed rate ratio, the white areas show the interdendritic $\gamma$ phase: (a) and (e) 0.80, (b) and (f) .95, (c) and (g) 1.12, and (d) and (h) 1.30.
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**Figure 4.11** Representative microstructure in the top region of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls using different wire feed rate ratio, the white areas show the interdendritic \(\gamma\) phase: (a) 0.80, (b) 0.95, (c) 1.12, and (d) 1.30.

### 4.3.3 Effect of Processing Parameters on Chemical Composition and Phase Constitutions

#### 4.3.3.1 Effect of Arc Current on Chemical Composition and Phase Constitutions

The compositional measurement results are shown in Figure 4.12. The average value of Al content is similar for the top regions of the three walls using different arc current. However, the near-substrate zones of all the walls have lower Al intensity than the top regions. This is attributed to the Ti dilution from the substrate as discussed earlier. Furthermore, the percentage of Al in the near-substrate zone can be considerably decreased by increasing the arc current. Only 21.2 at.\% Al can be found in the near-substrate zone of the 160 A fabricated wall. A high arc current produces a larger welding pool and further increases Ti dilution, resulting in a reduced Al content. These results quantitatively confirm that increasing arc current tend to create more Ti dilution, as seen qualitatively in the cross-sections of Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.12 Average Al intensity of different regions obtained by EDS in the cross-sections of wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process using different arc current.

Figure 4.13 Phase constitutions in the wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process using different arc current.

Correspondingly, the phases in the GTAW-based ALM produced walls using different arc currents were identified by XRD analyses, with the results being shown in Figure 4.13. All of the diffraction patterns indicate that the main constituent phases are $\gamma$-TiAl and $\alpha_2$-Ti$_3$Al. The predominant $\gamma$ phase peak of the wall built with 120 A arc current is
clearly stronger than those of the other walls. Increasing the arc current to 160 A can lead to higher cooling rate as discussed earlier (Section 4.3.1), which produces more $\alpha_2$ phase.

4.3.3.2 Effect of Interpass Temperature on Chemical Composition and Phase Constitution

Quantitative EDS analysis was conducted to determine the elemental composition, as elucidated in Figure 4.14. A higher interpass temperature creates a larger near-substrate zone, which has much lower Al concentration than the other regions within each sample (Figure 4.14a). Nevertheless, the main section of the as-fabricated walls shows consistent aluminium content for the different interpass temperatures. The measurements are compared in Fig 4.14b, which shows the average value of the Al concentration for the majority region of each wall and the range of variation of the relative measurement points in Figure 4.14a. These results are consistent with the microstructural characteristics.

Figure 4.15 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns and corresponding phase fractions in the GTAW-based ALM produced $\gamma$-TiAl walls as a function of interpass temperature. All the components consist of $\gamma$-TiAl and $\alpha_2$-$Ti_3Al$ phases. No other phases are detected by XRD. Additionally, the amount of the two phases in the alloys is clearly different, as revealed in Figure 4.15b. The $\gamma$ phase fraction clearly increases as the interpass temperature is increased to 400 °C, while the fraction of $\alpha_2$ phase significantly decreases. If the interpass temperature is further increased to 500 °C, no significant change is obtained in the volume fraction of the two phases.
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**Figure 4.14** Quantitative EDS analysis on the cross-sections of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls experiencing different interpass temperature: (a) Quantitative Al concentration alongside the centreline, and (b) Mean Al intensity of the majority region except the near-substrate zone. Error bars show one standard deviation.

**Figure 4.15** Phase constitutions in the GTAW-based ALM produced walls experiencing different interpass temperature: (a) XRD diffraction patterns, and (b) Volume fraction of $\alpha_2$ phase obtained by Rietveld method.

**4.3.3.3 Effect of Wire Feed Rate Ratio on Chemical Composition and Phase Constitution**

The compositional measurement results are shown in Figure 4.16a. Only a small variation of Al distribution throughout the build height can be found, and the magnitude of the variation is similar for the four different wire feed conditions. The greatest deviation from average composition occurs near the substrate. This is expected because of dilution from the pure Ti substrate that is mixed into the weld pool during deposition of the first layer, where penetration of the weld pool into the substrate is over 2 mm.
This effect is reduced as the next few layers are added, since the weld pool penetrates layers that have progressively lower Ti content. In the majority region of the wall, the measurements indicate stable and uniform wire mixing.

**Figure 4.16** Microchemical analysis obtained by EDS from the cross-sections of wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process under different wire feed conditions: (a) quantitative Al concentration alongside the centerline of the as-fabricated wall specimen, and (b) average Al intensity of the majority region except the near-substrate zone.

Figure 4.16b shows the average value of Al content for the majority region of each wall, and the range of variation of the relative measurement points in Figure 4.16a. The sample with the Al:Ti feed rate ratio of 1.30 has less homogeneous Al distribution, but the variation is only marginally more than that of the other ratios. Furthermore, it can be seen from Figure 4.16b that the average Al concentration can be considerably increased by increasing the ratio from 0.80 to 1.30.

The corresponding XRD diffraction results are shown in Figure 4.17. The predominant $\gamma$ phase peak is in the (111) plane located at $2\theta \approx 39^\circ$ for the walls built with the Al:Ti wire feed rate ratio of 0.80~1.12. In addition, increasing the ratio from 0.80 to 1.12 leads to more $\gamma$ phase and less $\alpha_2$ phase. However, there is no obvious change of the $\alpha_2$ phase fraction when the wire feed rate ratio is further increased to 1.30.
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Figure 4.17 Phase constitutions in the wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process under different wire feed conditions.

### 4.3.4 Effect of Processing Parameters on Microhardness

#### 4.3.4.1 Effect of Arc Current on Microhardness

Figure 4.18 illustrates the mean microhardness value and standard deviation of the top region and near-substrate zone of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls using different values of arc current. It can be seen that consistently high microhardness values are recorded in the near-substrate zone for each wall specimen. Additionally, the results indicate that the average microhardness of the near-substrate zone is similar when built with arc currents ranging from 120 to 160 A, whereas increasing arc current can produce markedly harder material in the top region.
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Figure 4.18 Mean microhardness values in different regions of wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process using different arc current. Error bars show one standard deviation.

4.3.4.2 Effect of Interpass Temperature on Microhardness

Figure 4.19 Microhardness values on the cross-sections of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls experiencing different interpass temperature: (a) Microhardness profiles as alongside the centreline, and (b) Mean microhardness values of the majority region except the near-substrate zone. Error bars show one standard deviation.

The microhardness profiles in the cross-sections and the average values in the majority region of all the GTAW-based ALM produced walls are presented in Figure 4.19. As shown in Figure 4.19a, all the specimens have similar microhardness distribution trends in relation to various interpass temperatures. The mean microhardness value (Figure
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4.19b) of the majority region (i.e. excluding the near-substrate zone) reduces from 350 to 306 HV0.2 with increasing interpass temperature from 100 to 400 °C. There is no further decrease in microhardness as the interpass temperature is raised to 500 °C.

4.3.4.3 Effect of Wire Feed Rate Ratio on Microhardness

Figure 4.20 illustrates the microhardness profiles measured along the centreline of the GTAW-based ALM produced walls. It can be seen that high microhardness values are recorded in the near-substrate zone for each wall specimen. As the build-up continues, the microhardness is found to vary slightly depending on location. This is indicative of consistent wire feed ratio and uniform intermixing of elements during the build process. The exception to this occurs at the near-substrate zone, for the same reasons as described earlier.

Figure 4.20 Microhardness values of wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process under different wire feed conditions: (a) Microhardness profiles as a function of location on the cross-sections, and (b) Mean microhardness values of the majority region except the near-substrate zone. Error bars show one standard deviation.

In addition, the mean microhardness value and standard deviation of the majority region of the wall (except the near-substrate zone) for each GTAW-based ALM produced wall are shown in Figure 4.20b. The results indicate that reducing the Al:Ti wire feed rate ratio from 1.30 to 0.80 can produce significantly harder materials.
4.4 Discussion

Engineering titanium aluminide alloys based on the γ phase usually have 44~48 at.% Al. According to the binary Ti-Al phase diagram (Figure 2.2), these structural materials contain the γ phase with a tetragonal L1₀ structure and minor fractions of α₂ phase with the hexagonal D0₁₉ structure. The microstructure features can be directly attributed to the complex thermal history [170] that is implicit in the GTAW-based ALM process, rather than indirectly related to processing parameters such as arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed rate ratio.

The process used in this study has many similarities to a multipass arc welding process. Solidification microstructures during the initial welding passes generally exhibit epitaxial growth from the adjacent melted substrate. The preferential direction of grain growth is almost perpendicular to the solid/liquid interface, as this is the direction of the maximum temperature gradient during solidification. Meanwhile, a high cooling rate is expected due to chilling by conduction into the relatively colder substrate (even though it may be preheated). Therefore, the formation of α₂ grains in the near-substrate zone is not only the result of more Ti contents but also the consequence of the ordering transformation α → α₂, while the high temperature transformation (α → α+γ → α₂+γ) is suppressed by a high cooling rate [162]. Owing to the multiple heating and cooling cycles during the deposition of subsequent layers, the near-substrate zone is held at a higher temperature for a longer time due to heat flux from the recently deposited higher layers. In this case, the α₂ grains are coarsened and mostly equiaxed. As the build-up continues, the top region of the previous layer is partially remelted every time a new layer is deposited on top of the existing layer. In comparison to the equilibrium phase diagram, the rapid solidification proceeds according to the metastable extension of the α+L or γ+L phase boundaries as shown in Figure 4.21 [171]. The nucleation of primary phase must be suppressed by the second phase formation, which need only little undercooling. When cooling down to the peritectic temperature, the pro-peritectic phase
reacts with the melt L and forms the peritectic phase. Because the resulting peritectic phase envelops the pro-peritectic phase, further growth of peritectic phase is controlled by solid-state-diffusion. The enrichment of Al due to the incompleteness of the peritectic reactions is primarily distributed at the interdendritic regions, which then solidifies as the interdendritic γ phase at lower temperatures [172]. In addition, solid state phase transformations inevitably occur in the heat affected zone around the melt pool and ultimately lead to the formation of the fully lamellar microstructures together with interdendritic γ phases [129]. Since the near-surface zone of the as-fabricated wall is hardly affected by the heat, the much more and finer interdendritic γ grains are observable.

![Figure 4.21](image_url) Partial equilibrium Ti-Al phase diagram including metastable extension of α+L and γ+L fields (dash lines) [171].

### 4.4.1 Effect of Arc Current

Based on the foregoing results, the arc current is an influential factor in changing the Al content in the near-substrate zone through changing the dilution area, and further affecting the phase fraction in the as-fabricated materials. As the arc current increases, the volume fraction of the α₂ phase increases in the near-substrate zones accompanied by a decrease in γ phase in the same zone due to the decreasing Al proportion.
Particularly on the 160 A produced materials, the extremely low Al content of the near-substrate zone is in pure $\alpha_2$ phase field. It has been reported by Goken et al. [173] that the $\alpha_2$ phase is considerably harder than the $\gamma$ phase in the case of polysynthetically twinned (PST) crystals. As a consequence, the highest microhardness values are expected to be found in the near-substrate zone for the wall sample built with arc current 160 A. In addition, a slight microhardness variation is obtained in samples produced with different arc currents. Choi et al. [170] have stated that the volume fraction of different phases is controlled by the aluminium content and also strongly influenced by heat treatment and cooling rate, which is implicit in the GTAW-based ALM process. The molten metal is as known to be chilled by conduction into the colder substrate during initial weld passes. The resultant high cooling rate is another key factor that controls the high proportion of $\alpha_2$ phase in the near-substrate zones. Therefore, the combinational effect of Al content and high cooling rate results in the similar microhardness values in the near-substrate zones, and further determines the microhardness variation as a function of different regions in each wall.

However, there is significant difference in the microhardness values in the top regions when increasing the arc current from 120 to 160 A, although the composition is similar. Generally, higher arc current leads to higher heat input and hence longer solidification time for the molten metal. Due to the lower cooling rate, the amount of microsegregation that is found in the alloy fabricated with higher arc current (160 A) is significantly less than that found in the alloy produced with lower arc current (120 A). Therefore, the strong increase in microhardness value when using 160 A arc current should be attributed to the reduced presence of interdendritic regions.

4.4.2 Effect of Interpass Temperature

The interpass temperature is related to the amount of energy that is still in the metal prior to the next layer being deposited. The assumption of the effect of a higher interpass temperature is similar to using a higher heat input. Consequently, a slightly
larger dilution area is expected due to higher interpass temperature. Although the microstructure features are dependent on the thermal cycle that the sample undergoes throughout the GTAW-based ALM process [126, 174], the interpass temperatures used in the present study are not high enough to change the solidification path for a given composition according to the phase diagram (Figure 2.2).

Additionally, changing the interpass temperature leads to a change in the phase fraction and further influences the microhardness values. Where the interpass temperature is greater it will allow more time for the sample to cool down to the required temperature for the next welding pass. As such, higher values of interpass temperature can provide a lower cooling rate. Generally, a high cooling rate encourages formation of $\alpha_2$ phase [163, 175], which has a significantly higher hardness value than $\gamma$ phase [173]. In engineering $\gamma$-TiAl alloys, a small $\alpha_2$ phase fraction plays a beneficial role in the structure and properties. However, considerably more $\alpha_2$ phase fraction has detrimental effects on the alloys [53]. In the present study, lower interpass temperatures of 100~300 °C produce significantly more $\alpha_2$ phase fraction than higher interpass temperature (Figure 4.15b). In addition, lower interpass temperatures are expected to result in higher residual stresses within ALM components, particularly within large items. It is interesting to note that no significant difference in the volume fraction of phases and microhardness is found between the higher interpass temperature of 400 and 500 °C. This may be attributed to the diminishing effect on cooling rates that are produced at elevated interpass temperatures. If so, further increases in the interpass temperature will not significantly alter the $\alpha_2$ phase content, but it will introduce more difficulties and costs in the manufacturing process due to the unnecessarily higher heat fluxes that need to be managed within the equipment. Therefore, 400 °C is chosen as a suitable interpass temperature for our future studies in applying the GTAW-based ALM process to titanium aluminide.
4.4.3 Effect of Wire Feed Rate Ratio

As would be expected, the wire feed ratio generally dictates the proportion of Al in the as-fabricated materials. But more interestingly, the wire feed ratio can produce an appreciable variation in the proportion of the two different phases. This phenomenon can be expected based on the phase diagram as discussed earlier. However, it is interesting that further increasing the ratio to 1.30 does not reduce the proportion of $\alpha_2$ phase. It should be noted that the variations in the feeding rates of a filler metal applied to a weld might result in different arc lengths and, hence, different arc voltages. That variation directly affects the heat input. A higher total wire feed rate requires more energy to melt the filler metal, so less energy is available from the arc for melting of the weld pool and heating of the surrounding material. This effect should result in a relatively lower cooling rate. In this case, both the ordering transformation $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$ and the high temperature transformation ($\alpha \rightarrow \alpha+\gamma \rightarrow \alpha_2+\gamma$) occur together. As a consequence, no visible change in volume fraction of $\alpha_2$ phase can be expected with a significant increase in the total wire feed rate.

Correspondingly, the microhardness values of the as-fabricated materials are strongly dependent on the Al content, which is determined by the wire feed rate ratio. As the Al content increases, the volume fraction of the soft $\gamma$ phase increases accompanied by a decrease in the much harder $\alpha_2$ phase. Therefore, the increased microhardness values of the low Al content result from the increased $\alpha_2$ phase content. With respect to the microhardness variation as a function of location in each wall, the cooling rate is the key factor that controls the proportion of $\alpha_2$ phase and further influences the microhardness values.
4.5 Conclusions

An innovative and low cost additive layer manufacturing (ALM) process has been used to fabricate γ-TiAl based alloy wall components. Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is used as the heat source for this new approach, combined with in-situ alloying through separate feeding of commercially pure titanium and aluminium elements. Since γ-TiAl alloys are thermally very sensitive and various cooling rates can have a large difference on the structural properties, the arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed rate ratio are considered as key parameters that must be optimised to obtain desired properties. Based on the results presented in this chapter, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Changing the arc current strongly affects the width and height of the as-fabricated walls. The width shows an increasing trend while the average height per pass decreases with an increase in the arc current from 120 to 160 A.

2. By increasing the arc current from 120 to 160 A, more Ti is diluted from the substrate. Therefore, the increase of α₂ phase in the near-substrate zone can be attributed to the decrease of Al content and a high cooling rate due to chilling by conduction into the substrate during initial weld passes. As expected, the microhardness of the near-substrate zone is correspondingly decreased. However, the arc current has little effect on the Al content in the top region, whereas the microhardness values exhibit an obvious increase with increasing the arc current due to the decrease of interdendritic γ phase.

3. Interpass temperatures of 100 through 500 °C have no significant effect on chemical composition. The walls produced by the new ALM technique are mainly composed of γ phase and α₂ phase with minor fraction. The volume fraction of α₂ phase is reduced by increasing the interpass temperature to 400 °C. However, it did not present a practical benefit on the decrease of α₂ phase
fraction when the interpass temperature was further increased to 500 °C. The variation of microhardness value can be explained by the change of $\alpha_2$ phase fraction with the interpass temperature. Therefore, the most appropriate interpass temperature is 400 °C in the new manufacturing method for $\gamma$-TiAl alloys.

4. The effect of the ratio between the Al and Ti wire-feeding rate has been investigated. With increasing the wire feed rate ratio from 0.80 to 1.30, Al content and $\gamma$ phase increase, and microhardness decreases as expected. However, little volume fraction change of the $\alpha_2$ phase has been found when the wire feed rate ratio is increased further to 1.30. The slightly lower cooling rate due to the higher total wire-feeding rate is considered to be the cause of this effect.

5. The results also show that the chemical composition is generally uniform throughout the as-fabricated walls, apart from the near-substrate zone. Therefore, uniform weld and material properties throughout the height of each wall can be expected. A key factor in this manufacturing technique is to precisely control the Al and Ti wire feeding rates in order to obtain the desired composition in the final materials.
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5.1 Introduction

Processing parameters including arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed rate ratio have been investigated on microstructure and microhardness in Chapter 4. For the GTAW-based ALM process, it is also important to understand the microstructural evolution and the variation of mechanical properties within one build in order to achieve components of acceptable quality, repeatability and reproducibility. A number of previous studies have reported the effect of distance from the build plate on the microstructure and microhardness variation within additively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V components produced using electron beam melting [176], laser-based process [177] and wire and arc based techniques [165]. However, no previous literature can be found to specifically study the effect of location on additively manufactured titanium aluminide alloys.

The current investigation concentrates on an innovative additive layer manufacturing approach for titanium aluminides. Microstructural features and mechanical properties of the fabricated components as a function of location are investigated and discussed, to understand the effectiveness of GTAW-based ALM process in producing titanium aluminide components with the desired properties.
5.2 Experimental Procedure

5.2.1 Investigated Materials

Based on the study of GTAW-based ALM processing parameters in Chapter 4, a current of 120A and 400 °C interpass temperature were used to fabricate titanium aluminide components for the investigations in this chapter. The Ti and Al wire feed rates were selected as 750 mm/min and 870 mm/min, respectively. Other parameters were kept consistent.

![Figure 5.1 Examples of titanium aluminide components.](image)

The deposited wall components (Figure 5.1) typically have a length of 100 mm and a width of 10 mm. Two build heights of 45 mm and 19 mm were produced, depending on the specimens required for testing.

(1) Set 1 refers to one component of 45mm height as shown in Figure 5.1a.

(2) Set 2 refers to three components of 19mm height as shown in Figure 5.1b.

All the deposited walls were wire-cut from the substrates, and the required specimens were subsequently wire-cut from the deposits.

5.2.2 Metallography

The metallographic specimens were prepared using standard procedures for titanium aluminides. The microstructure and element distribution in the different regions of the
etched specimens were investigated by SEM/EDS, operating at a voltage of 20 kV and working distance of 10 mm. The accuracy of EDS measurements is ± 0.5 at.%. XRD measurements were carried out to identify the phase constitutions.

### 5.2.3 Microhardness Testing

In order to investigate the possible influence of location on hardness within the component, the indentations were started from the interface between substrate and deposited wall, progressed along the vertical centre line parallel to the build direction (Z) in cross-section (X-Z plane), and continued to the top in the last layer of the deposited wall in 0.5 mm intervals. Hardness in the lateral direction (X) perpendicular to the centre line was also measured in the near-substrate zones, layer bands and top regions separately. In addition, microhardness measurements were performed parallel to the travel direction (Y) in the longitudinal section (Y-Z plane) of the deposited walls. The location of the indentations and orientation of the reference axes are shown in Figure 5.2.

![Figure 5.2](image_url)

**Figure 5.2** Schematic showing the locations of microhardness and EDS measurements in different sections of γ-TiAl based wall components produced by GTAW-based ALM process: (a) cross-section (X-Z plane), (b) longitudinal section (Y-Z plane).

### 5.2.4 Tensile Testing and Fracture Surface Analysis

Two sets of room-temperature tensile properties of the deposited materials were measured in order to evaluate how the direction and location influence the tensile properties. All tensile tests were performed on a MTS370 load unit at a strain rate of
0.05 s\(^{-1}\). Fractography analysis of the broken tensile samples were conducted on SEM. Figure 5.3 indicates the direction and location of all the tensile specimens, with the shape and dimension of the specimen being shown in Figure 3.11.

**Figure 5.3** Sample orientations and dimensions for room temperature tensile tests: (a) sample orientation and designation of directions, units are in mm, (b) GTAW-based ALM deposited wall component, (c) bulk tensile sample cut from the centre of deposit, (d) tensile specimens after slicing bulk sample.

1. In the first set of tests that perform a direct comparison between the properties in the two orientations (the vertical build direction (Z) and longitudinal direction (Y)), three specimens for each orientation were produced from Set 1 component as shown in Figure 5.3a.

2. In the second set of tests to assess the consistency of mechanical properties throughout the height of the fabricated wall, 10 specimens were cut from each
component in Set 2 as shown in Figures 5.3b, 5.3c and 5.3d at controlled heights to produce a total of 30 specimens.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Morphology and Microstructure

The typical macrostructure of a cross-section (X-Z plane) and a series of optical micrographs from different regions along the vertical centreline (Z direction) are shown in Figure 5.4. Apart from two small areas at the top and bottom of the component respectively, the macrostructure exhibits strong columnar grains oriented upwards, parallel to the build-up direction, which is the direction of heat flow. A series of layer bands can be readily observed in this region. This phenomenon is well documented in a number of studies on different ALM processes that have been referenced in section 1. The optical micrographs clearly show that there are significant changes of microstructure in different regions. Large equiaxed $\alpha_2$ grains are found in the near-substrate zone, shown in Figure 5.4d. Some fine, irregularly shaped $\gamma$ laths displaying more contrast variation precipitate at the grain boundaries. The diameters of the $\alpha_2$ grains are in the range of 50~150 $\mu$m.
Figure 5.4 Morphology and microstructure in cross-section (X-Z plane) of γ-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process: (a) cross-section (X-Z plane) morphology, (b) representative microstructure in the top region (c) morphology of the layer bands, and (d) representative microstructure in the near-substrate zone.
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Figure 5.5 Representative microstructure of layer bands in cross-section (X-Z plane) of \( \gamma \)-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process: (a) microstructure observation in the layer (marked as “Layers” in Figure 5.4c), (b) and (c) microstructure observations in the band region (marked as “Band region” in Figure 5.4c).

Above the near-substrate zone, optical contrast caused by different microstructure shows the formation of layer bands (Figure 5.4c). The sequential layer bands appear to be perpendicular to the build direction (Z) owing to high temperature and heat conduction along the travel direction (Y). Brandl et al. (2012) [125] have stated that the layer bands do not coincide with the layers deposited. The number of layer bands is generally less than the number of layers deposited. In the case of components shown here, 20 layers have been deposited while approximately 13 layers can be identified. A band region of approximately 190 \( \mu \text{m} \) thickness can be found between any two layers. Detailed observation of the microstructure (Figure 5.5) shows that interdendritic phases surrounded by lamellar microstructure are observed in each layer (Figure 5.5a), while fully lamellar colonies with different colony sizes consisting of \( \alpha_2 \) and \( \gamma \) lamellae
content are found in the band region (Figure 5.5b and 5.5c). Duarte et al. [178] describe similar microstructures in γ-based TiAl cast alloys.

The microstructure seen in the top region (Figure 5.4b) is relatively fine and consists of long dark dendrites and white interdendritic phases. Similar microstructures have been observed in titanium aluminide welds produced by both laser [179] and GTAW [162]. The lamellar character of the dendritic structure and the interdendritic regions are revealed at higher magnification (Figure 5.6).

![Figure 5.6 High magnification SEM image showing microstructure in the top region of cross-section (X-Z plane) of γ-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process.](image)

5.3.2 EDS Analysis

The results of microchemical analysis at test locations specified by Figure 5.2 are summarised in Figure 5.7. All EDS measurements were performed either alongside or below the hardness measurement points at approximately 0.1 mm distance. It can be seen that the Al distribution is comparatively homogeneous in the layer bands, where there are small fluctuations in the measurements between 43 at.% and 46 at.% Al. However, among the layer bands, the Al content is slightly higher in the layers than the content in the band regions. Predictably, the Al concentration is lower in the near-
substrate zone adjacent to the pure Ti substrate. The particularly higher concentration of Ti in the central area of the near-substrate zone also appears as the bright microstructure in Figure 5.4d. In the top region, the highest Al concentrations are detected, and large deviations of Al concentration are observed. This can be attributed to Al segregation on solidification and no further heat treatment or temperature cycling, as no subsequent layers are deposited. A line profile (Figure 5.8) taken across three dendrite arms in the top region of one specimen shows the Al enrichment in the interdendritic phases.

**Figure 5.7** Quantitative concentration of Al obtained by EDS from cross-section (X-Z plane) and longitudinal section (Y-Z plane) of γ-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process: (a) along the build-up direction (Z) in cross-section, (b) across the build-up direction (X) in cross-section, and (c) along the travel direction (Y) in longitudinal section. Each data along different direction was averaged as a result of three measurements on 3 samples. Error bar means one standard deviation. The variation of 0.5~1 at.% in Al content for each point was obtained from the calculated standard deviation.
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**Figure 5.8** The distribution of in-situ alloyed elements in the top region: (a) the position of EDS line scan test, and (b) the corresponding line profile showing Al enrichment within interdendritic phases.

Correspondingly, the microchemical composition of various microstructures contained within the different regions was identified by EDS analysis, as recorded in Table 5.1. Lamellae in the top region have an average Al content of around 43.8 at.%, while a similar Al content can be found in lamellar structures within the layer bands. The interdendritic phase with higher Al content of around 48.7 at.% is found in the top region. In addition, the interdendritic phases have comparable Al distribution throughout the entire component.

**Table 5.1** Microchemical composition of $\gamma$-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process, determined by EDS. The mean composition of different microstructure and their standard deviation were calculated by the results of five measurements for each structure in the same region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microstructure</th>
<th>Microchemical Composition, at.%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamellae in the layer bands</td>
<td>56.2±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdendrites in the top region</td>
<td>51.3±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamellae in the layer bands</td>
<td>55.9±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdendrites in the layer bands</td>
<td>52.1±0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equiaxed $\alpha_2$ grains in the near-substrate zone</td>
<td>59.8±0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3.3 Phase Identification

In order to identify the phase structure, an XRD analysis was conducted in cross-sections of components produced by the GTAW-based ALM process. A comparison of the XRD data from different regions of a cross-section is shown in Figure 5.9. All of the diffraction patterns are found to contain a prominence of \( \gamma \) phase at approximately 39°, which includes both the \( \gamma \) lamellae and the observed interdendritic \( \gamma \) grains. The \( \gamma \) phase peaks of the top region are markedly stronger than those of the other regions. The layer bands are characterised by peaks of \( \gamma \) and \( \alpha_2 \), although only a very small amount of \( \alpha_2 \) phase can be found. In comparison to the other areas, the volume fraction of \( \gamma \) phase decreases in the near-substrate zone accompanied by a dramatic increase of \( \alpha_2 \) phase. This phenomenon is further confirmed by different amounts of \( \alpha_2 \) phase in different regions (Figure 5.9b). The near-substrate zone has an extremely high \( \alpha_2 \) phase volume fraction of 52±3%.

Figure 5.9 Phase constitutions of different regions in cross-section of \( \gamma \)-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process: (a) XRD diffraction patterns. Three experiments were performed on each region, and (b) Average volume fraction of \( \alpha_2 \) phase. The results were obtained by Rietveld analysis on the three experiments in (a), and error bar shows one standard deviation.
5.3.4 Microhardness Measurements

Figure 5.10 Microhardness profile as a function of location in cross-section (X-Z plane) and longitudinal section (Y-Z plane) of $\gamma$-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process: (a) along the build-up direction (Z) in cross-section, (b) across the build-up direction (X) in cross-section, and (c) along the travel direction (Y) in longitudinal section. The presented results for each direction are mean values calculated from 3 measurements of 3 samples. Error bar shows one standard deviation that is in the acceptable range of 3~13 HV0.2 for each data point, while the maximum deviation is found in the top region.

Microhardness (HV0.2) values versus location are plotted in Figure 5.10. The microhardness appears to be relatively homogeneous within the layer bands, ranging from 287 to 323 HV0.2. The mean microhardness value is 296 HV0.2 when measured in the layer bands together with the top region, despite the slight fluctuation in the top region due to segregation. The central area of the “inverted bowl shape” in the near-substrate zone (Figure 5.10b) is much harder than the outer areas near the wall surface. These results correlate with the microstructural observations and the microchemical
distribution measurements. It is interesting that the highest microhardness value of 437 HV0.2 is found in the first few layers of near-substrate zone, rather than in the centre of laser-melting deposited plates as described by Qu and Wang [129]. The difference could be attributed to different morphology and microstructure. This will be discussed further in section 5.4.1.

5.3.5 Tensile Properties

The room temperature tensile properties of the deposited material in the vertical build direction (Z) and longitudinal direction (Y) are summarised in Table 5.2. Three test specimens were used for each orientation. The specimens tested in the Y-direction are found to have higher ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and yield strength (YS) than those tested in Z-direction. However, there is no observable difference in Elongation (% EL).

**Table 5.2** Comparison of the mechanical properties of γ-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process, tested along the build-up direction (Z) and the travel direction (Y). The results including the average value and their standard deviation were calculated from 3 specimens for each direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Ultimate tensile strength, MPa</th>
<th>Yield strength, MPa</th>
<th>Elongation, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal/travel direction (Y)</td>
<td>549±23</td>
<td>474±17</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical/build direction (Z)</td>
<td>488±50</td>
<td>424±30</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.11 Location effect on mechanical properties of γ-TiAl components produced by GTAW-based ALM process. Testing performed in longitudinal/travel direction. Each data point represents the average of 3 tests, corresponding to the 3 wall samples that were produced. The variation in strength within each group of 3 does not exceed 20 MPa, while the variation in ductility is approximately ±0.1%.

Figure 5.11 shows the effect of vertical location (in the build direction, Z) on the mechanical properties, as measured in the longitudinal (Y) direction. The near-substrate zone of the deposited wall exhibits the highest UTS and YS and the lowest ductility. However, no significant variation in tensile strength is found due to the location of a sample within the layer bands. The average values of UTS and YS in the layer bands span 512~552 MPa and 443~466 MPa, respectively. Additionally, the elongation is also almost identical within this area. The consistency of these test results is in agreement with the regularity of microhardness measurements according to the location in the Z-direction (Figure 5.10).

Representative fracture surfaces of the tensile samples are shown in Figure 5.12. The fracture morphologies of tensile tested samples are quite similar for different sampling regions. All samples show predominantly transgranular cleavage fracture over the entire fracture surface. The fracture surfaces of the samples from the near-substrate zone show some secondary cracks, which cannot be found in the samples from layer bands. In all cases, the fracture modes are brittle fracture, and no dimples are observed.
5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Morphology and Microstructure

The ALM fabrication technique used in this work has many similarities to a multipass arc welding process. During the initial welding pass, many processes take place simultaneously: (i) melting of the constituent ALM elements and also the surface of the substrate; (ii) formation of the main phases, that is, titanium aluminide; (iii) alloying of the main phases, such as TiAl; and (iv) solidification of the different phases. Therefore, immediately below the fusion zone, small β grains present in the pure Ti plate revert to a fully β structure and undergo rapid grain growth. The solidification front epitaxially grows back from these coarsened β grains, which act as nucleation sites at the edge of the fusion boundary, into the weld pool where each growing grain forms as a continuation of the grains that lie along the fusion boundary [126]. When solidification occurs following a moving melt pool, the preferential grain growth direction is perpendicular to the curved surface of the solid/liquid interface in order to follow the maximum temperature gradient. The steepest gradient provides the maximum driving force for solidification, as is commonly observed in ALM-produced Ti-6Al-4V products [124].
As the build-up progresses away from the substrate, the upper region of the previously deposited layer is partially remelted by the subsequent layer which is deposited on top of the existing layer. As a result, the grains in this region serve as nuclei in the subsequent layer and grow from the previously coarsened grains. When the build-up continues, the unidirectional heat flow characteristic of the additive layer manufacturing process contributes to the columnar grains that develop up through the entire sample. The formation of layer bands can also be attributed to the partial remelting of previously deposited layers and multiple thermal cycles that have occurred with each subsequent deposition pass. A detailed explanation of the layer bands can be found elsewhere. Kelly and Kampe [120] found that the layer bands and gradient morphologies are a result of the complex thermal history experienced by the build material and not a result of segregation or oxidation. The layer bands reflect the beta transus temperature $T_\beta$ rather than the solidus temperature $T_s$ or liquidus temperature $T_L$, as proposed by Brandl et al. [125]. Liu et al. [180] have suggested that layer bands are heat-affected zones, which result from the sub-melting-point reheating treatment when a new layer is deposited.

Furthermore, solidification takes place solely through $\beta$ phase for alloys containing less than 45 at.% Al based upon the phase diagram (Figure 2.2). Microsegregation for such alloys is significantly lower than predicted by the Gulliver-Scheil equation [181, 182]. This indicates backdiffusion in $\beta$ phase and solidification relatively close to equilibrium. As illustrated in Figure 5.7a, the near-substrate zone has around 40 at.% Al because of dilution from the pure Ti substrate that is mixed into the weld pool during deposition of the first layer. This effect is reduced as the next few layers are added, since the weld pool penetrates layers that have progressively lower Ti content. Thus, materials within the near-substrate zone are able to experience $\beta \rightarrow \beta + \alpha \rightarrow \alpha + \gamma \rightarrow \alpha_2 + \gamma$ phase transition during solid state cooling because of the expectedly lower Al concentration. However, the microstructure seen in the near-substrate zone with around 40 at.% Al is indicative of a transformation from $\alpha$ to $\alpha_2$ followed by precipitation of $\gamma$ at some lower
temperature, as evidenced by the thermal APBs in the $\alpha_2$ that were continuous on either side of the $\gamma$ plates [183]. It is well known that the volume fraction of different phases is controlled by Al content and also strongly influenced by heat treatment and cooling rate [170], which is implicit in the GTAW-based ALM building process. As such, the high temperature transformation ($\alpha \rightarrow \alpha+\gamma$) is suppressed by the relatively high cooling rate during initial weld passes, and only the ordering transformation $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$ occurs [162] which plays an important role in the formation of $\alpha_2$ phase in the near-substrate zone.

In contrast to the near-substrate zone, $L \rightarrow \beta$ is not the only solidification route for the top region and layer bands, which have higher Al content at around 44 at.% Al. Because the co-existence of heavy and light metals in the Ti-Al system can still easily cause dendrite segregation, the remaining liquid progressively enriches in Al and then solidifies through the peritectic reaction $L+\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ [184]. The crystallographically oriented $\alpha$ grains form at $L/\beta$ interfaces with orientation according to the Burgers’ relationship $\{110\}_\beta \parallel (0001)_\alpha$ and $\{111\}_\beta \parallel (1\overline{1}20)_\alpha$ [27]. However, limited diffusion and melt undercooling that impede the formation of the pro-peritectic solid phase normally cause the incompleteness of peritectic reaction. The formation of $\gamma$ grains in the interdendritic areas is mainly ascribed to the occurrence of $\alpha \rightarrow \gamma$ transition or nucleation directly from the $\beta$ phases [185]. After solidification has been completed, different phase transformations are possible depending on the Al content and cooling velocity on moving out of the single phase $\alpha$ field. As such, upon further cooling the alloys either pass through the phase transformation $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha+\gamma \rightarrow \alpha_2+\gamma$ or the path $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2 \rightarrow \alpha_2+\gamma$. All $\gamma$ lamellae precipitate from $\alpha$ or $\alpha_2$ grains to form a lamellar structure according to the Blackburn’s orientation relationship $(0001)_{\alpha_2} \parallel \{111\}_\gamma$ and $(1\overline{1}20)_{\alpha_2} \parallel \{1\overline{1}0\}_\gamma$ [38, 186]. The solid state annealing of existing layers during the deposition of subsequent layers can result in further precipitation of $\gamma$ laths in non-remelted areas, named as band region in this work. Therefore, a fully lamellar microstructure is obtained in the band regions, while the layers are indicative of
remelted material that consists of some interdendritic \( \gamma \) grains and coarse lamellar structure. Similar microstructure but more and finer interdendritic \( \gamma \) grains are consequently obtained in the top region that is not influenced by subsequent weld passes. It is interesting that the \( \alpha_2 \) phase could not be readily found in the top region, especially the (201) main plane located at \( 20 \approx 41^\circ \). However, it would be unreasonable to draw a conclusion that there is no \( \alpha_2 \) phase in the top region. This is most probably caused by the limitations of X-ray diffraction. Usually XRD cannot detect a phase if it presents at less than 2~5 %. The weak intensity of \( \alpha_2 \) peaks could be attributed to the ultrafine \( \alpha_2 \) lamellae.

### 5.4.2 Mechanical Properties

It is well known that mechanical properties in metallic materials are strongly dependent on grain or colony size, dislocations and boundaries, solid solution elements and precipitates. In the case of titanium aluminides, there are several competing effects regarding the strength.

Firstly, hardening mechanisms in metallic materials are generally explained in terms of grain boundaries, domain boundaries and lamellae interface. The mean grain/lamellar colony size has been demonstrated to significantly control a range of mechanical properties in \( \gamma \)-based alloys [2]. However, in most investigations of TiAl alloys with \( \alpha_2+\gamma \) lamellar structure, the strength is ordinarily described as a function of the mean interface spacing. The interaction between interfaces and dislocation motion can be used to interpret their dependency relationship [187]. Investigations by Dehm et al. [188] have shown that the movement of dislocations in the \( \gamma \) phase governs mechanical properties when mean interface spacing is more than 100 nm. The high interface density can distinctly improve the mechanical properties since the slip of dislocations can be hindered by interfaces comprising \( \gamma/\alpha_2 \) and \( \gamma/\gamma \).
Secondly, the Al level in binary alloys determines the initial phase to precipitate and the subsequent phase transformations that occur on solidification. The mechanical properties of γ-TiAl based alloys can be controlled not only by the γ phase but also by the α₂ phase. Consequently, the volume contents of the γ and α₂ lamellae and also their mean widths should be taken into account. In the case of polysynthetically twinned (PST) crystals [173], a significant difference in hardness has been found between γ and α₂ phases. The hardness of γ phase is almost half that of α₂ phase. The increased strength of the lower Al content titanium aluminide alloys is likely to result from the increased α₂ phase content.

Nevertheless, Cha et al. [189] have reported that in γ-based TiAl alloys with ultrafine α₂+γ lamellar structures, the strength is determined by both the volume fraction and lamellar thickness of the two phases. On the one hand, when the volume fraction of α₂ phase is dominating, the α₂ phase, especially the width of α₂ laths, is the primary factor affecting the strength of lamellar colonies. On the other hand, the strength of titanium aluminides having a lamellar structure can be enhanced under the significant influence of nanometre-sized γ laths and their volume fraction. Generally, if the width of the laths is too small to allow dislocations to move or even to be generated, the strength is expected to be extremely high and most likely constant [190]. Therefore, the small size of γ laths acts as the obstacle for dislocation movement, to make the ultrafine γ lamellae harder than the much wider α₂ lamellae. It should be noted that theoretical hardness of the individual γ and α₂ phase could be obtained in the nano-scale region, and the strength of lamellar structure in titanium aluminides accordingly depends on the volume contents of both the nanometre-sized γ and α₂ laths.

In addition, the different orientation of γ lamellae should be taken into account when discussing the obtained strength. Strength variations were observed by Sato et al. [191] between γ lamellae of different orientation with relatively large thickness. Very thin γ lamellae do not show reproducible strength variations.
With respect to the fabricated $\gamma$-based TiAl alloys in the current study, anisotropic tensile properties are expected for both directions owing to anisotropic microstructure. Crack nucleation sites tend to locate at the interface of layered microstructure. This leads to poorer tensile properties in the Z-direction. However, less interface and more homogenous microstructure along the Y-direction are conducive to superior mechanical properties in this direction. Considering the location effect in the Z-direction, Al content is the key factor that influences the strength. One hypothesis involves the change of stacking fault energy with composition. Calculations of interatomic potential and charge distribution have indicated that stacking fault decreases with decreasing Al content [192]. Besides, the volume fraction of $\gamma$ phase decreases accompanied by an increase in $\alpha_2$ phase when the Al content decreases. The critical resolved shear stresses for dislocations to glide in the $\alpha_2$-Ti$_3$Al phase are considerably larger than those for activation of slip in $\gamma$-TiAl phase [193]. Furthermore, the higher cooling rates in components produced by the GTAW-based ALM process lead to more microstructures ($\alpha_2$ phases), which have higher strength and hardness than in the case of lower cooling rates. Based upon this discussion, it is believed that higher volume fraction of $\alpha_2$ structures (Figure 5.9b) results in considerably higher microhardness values, UTS and YS in the near-substrate zone. Although larger grains normally have lower strength because of the reduced number of boundaries and/or dislocations in the large-scale microstructure, the fine $\gamma$ laths precipitated from the large $\alpha_2$ grains could be obstacles to dislocation slip and hence the strength in the near-substrate zone could be improved.

Additionally, the temperature in the layer bands and top region of the fabricated wall is higher and more homogeneously distributed than that in the near-substrate zone, and hence, a softer and less heterogeneous material is obtained in these areas. However, the impact of multiple deposition cycles (i.e. multiple annealing cycles) on the strength of each layer and the band region between them cannot be seen clearly. A generally monotonic microhardness gradient throughout the vertical (Z) axis of the deposit might generally be expected, as each layer has a different thermal history [194]. This is not
evident in the microhardness measurements (Figure 5.10a) of the layer bands and top region of the fabricated wall components in the current work. The variation of microhardness in these regions probably results from different microstructure characterisation. From the above discussion, critical factors could be the lamellae thickness and interfaces, especially the lamellar spacing. Generally, high cooling rates can result in a decrease of lamellar spacing, which significantly affects translamellar microcracking and the size of shear ligaments. A small lamellae spacing hinders translamellar microcracking, and linkage of the main crack with interlamellar microcracks thus becomes difficult, leading to larger ligament sizes and higher shear ligament toughening [195]. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that in the case of the GTAW-based ALM process, despite different lamellae spacing in the top region and the layer bands, the hardness is not significantly affected. Lamellar spacing does not appear to be responsible for the different mechanical performance of these materials. Most probably, the distribution and volume fraction of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ phases determine the strength for different areas of the fabricated wall.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the $\gamma$-TiAl deposits fabricated by the GTAW-based ALM process can be divided into three distinct regions along the vertical build direction for the purposes of material characterisation. The microstructure evolution and mechanical properties variation were evaluated as a function of location. Several valuable findings can be summarised as follows:

1. In the near-substrate zone which extends approximately 2mm above the substrate surface, equiaxed $\alpha_2$ grains with sizes ranging from 50 $\mu$m to 150 $\mu$m are significantly populated by $\gamma$ lamellae, which precipitate from the grain boundaries.
2. In the top region that comprises the final 2mm of the additive deposit, the microstructure contains long dendrites interspersed with interdendritic $\gamma$ phases having a lamellar structure.

3. Between these two relatively narrow bounding regions, the typical morphology exhibits columnar grains that grow epitaxially across a series of layer bands in the build direction. The deposited material is mostly comprised of these layer bands. Fully lamellar colonies consisting of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ lamellae are present in the band region, whereas each layer exhibits much coarser interdendritic $\gamma$ phases surrounded by lamellar microstructure compared with top region.

4. Within the band region, the tensile properties differ by approximately 11% in the build and travel directions as a result of the anisotropic microstructure in these orientations, although there is no appreciable difference in average microhardness measurements along the two directions.

5. When looking more widely throughout the entire height of the deposited wall component, there are also variations in microhardness, ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and yield strength (YS) that can be ascribed to Al content and the multiple annealing characteristics of GTAW-based ALM process. In the near-substrate zone, considerable increases in microhardness, UTS and YS are a result of the relatively lower Al concentration and higher volume fractions of $\alpha_2$ phase caused by significantly higher cooling rates in comparison to those experienced by the middle and upper layers. The very fine $\gamma$ lamellae may be another contributing factor. In the layer bands and top region, a higher Al concentration, a more homogenous Al distribution and comparatively low cooling rates result in lower values of microhardness, UTS and YS. The distribution and volume fraction of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ phases are the most likely influences for the measured differences in microhardness and strength between layers and band regions.
6 Effect of Post Production Heat Treatment on \(\gamma\)-TiAl Alloys Produced by the GTAW-based ALM Process

6.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the GTAW-based ALM process offers several advantages compared to other production techniques for \(\gamma\)-TiAl alloys, including high material use efficiency, high performance full density deposition, and the capability to economically produce large components. However, the unique conditions during the GTAW-based ALM process generate some problems. Firstly, steep temperature gradients are caused by the highly localised heat input and short reaction time of the elemental materials. The thermal expansion coefficient of \(\gamma\)-TiAl is approximately \(9.8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ K}^{-1}\). Therefore, large thermal stresses exist in the as-fabricated build-up. As the formability of intermetallics is poor, the induced residual stresses are responsible for the high probability of cracking or distortion, leading to non-conformance rejection or reduced service life [196]. Secondly, there are segregation phenomena and a large amount of non-equilibrium phases in the as-fabricated materials because of the rapid solidification and subsequent rapid cooling during the process. As a consequence, it is necessary to relieve the residual stresses, and modify the microstructure within the as-fabricated \(\gamma\)-TiAl alloys in order to obtain the required mechanical properties. Generally, heat treatment is one of the common techniques employed for residual stresses relief and modification of microstructure and properties [197, 198]. However, in some cases heat treatment can yield some detrimental effects on the material properties, including increase of residual stresses, degradation of microstructures, and decrease in fracture toughness [199].

Based on the literature review, heat treatments of \(\gamma\)-TiAl alloys have been investigated extensively. Significant efforts have been made to study the nature of the decomposition
of the high temperature $\alpha$ phase, the decomposition of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ phases, and the discontinuous coarsening of the $\alpha_2+\gamma$ and $\alpha+\gamma$ structures in order to create continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagrams [183, 200, 201]. The phase transformation and structural morphologies evolution during heat treatment have been given much attention [175, 202-204]. Also, attempts have been made to refine grain size of $\gamma$-TiAl alloys through designed heat treatment [205, 206]. However, the parent materials normally used are obtained from ingots that have experienced homogenisation heat treatment and hot isostatic pressing or have been subjected to some degree of previous deformation (i.e. extrusion).

Additionally, in order to control the intrinsic brittleness of the material, post weld heat treatment has been performed in some research work to modify the microstructure and hence improve the mechanical properties. Arenas and Acoff [163] have found that post weld heat treatment at 1000°C and 1200°C on GTA welded $\gamma$-TiAl alloy can effectively reduce the brittle $\alpha_2$ phase in the weld zone. The effect of post weld heat treatment on microstructure and microtexture transformation has been also investigated by Liu et al. [207, 208], and the mechanical properties have been improved as well after heat treatment.

In the present chapter, emphasis has been placed on the response of additive layer manufactured $\gamma$-TiAl to post production heat treatment. The residual stresses in both as-fabricated materials and heat-treated materials are measured to validate the effectiveness of stress relief heat treatment at relatively low temperature. The effect of variables involved in the post production heat treatment, such as duration and temperature, on the phase transformation and microstructure evolution are investigated. The relationship between the post production heat-treated microstructures and mechanical properties is also examined.
6.2 Experimental Procedure

6.2.1 Investigated Materials

The inspected $\gamma$-TiAl alloys were sectioned from the same wall components that were fabricated in Chapter 5. The starting materials in this chapter were also fabricated using the GTAW-based ALM process with the same process parameters in order to achieve identical components. Three sets of samples were sectioned from the as-fabricated components:

1. Three bulk samples, referred to as Set 1, were cut from three walls (as-fabricated dimensions approximately 25 mm height, 120 mm length and 10 mm width) following the same cutting sequence. The dimension of the three samples is shown in Figure 6.1.

![Figure 6.1 Schematic illustration of the location for the trial and main contour cut transverse planes, units are in mm.](image)

2. Four small samples, referred to as Set 2, were also sectioned from the middle of the wall with as-fabricated dimensions of 19 mm height, 100 mm length and 10 mm width. Figure 6.2 indicates the extraction locations of the samples and their size.

3. Four bulk samples with two directions, referred to as Set 3, were cut from one large wall with as-fabricated dimensions of 45 mm height, 120 mm length and
10 mm width. The direction, location and size of the samples are shown in Figure 6.3.

![Figure 6.2](image1.png)

**Figure 6.2** The extraction locations of the samples and their size in Set 2, units are in mm.

![Figure 6.3](image2.png)

**Figure 6.3** The extraction directions, locations of the samples and their size in Set 3, units are in mm.

### 6.2.2 Post Production Heat Treatment

Two types of heat treatment were performed to investigate the change of residual stress and the evolution of microstructure and mechanical properties, respectively.

1. Low temperature stress relief heat treatment were conducted on two samples of Set 1 involving uniformly heating up to 400 °C and 500 °C respectively, holding for a period of 2 hours (h) and cooling back to room temperature.
(2) Set 2 samples were heat-treated at two temperatures 1060 °C and 1200 °C for two different times 12 h and 24 h followed by furnace cooling to room temperature. These temperatures were chosen so that the as-built microstructures could be transformed above and below the eutectoid temperature (Te).

(3) Set 3 samples were divided into two groups. Each group has two samples with both Z and Y directions. Post production heat treatments were also performed on the two groups of samples at 1060 °C and 1200 °C separately. All the samples experienced 24 h heating duration with furnace cooling.

### 6.2.3 Contour Method

The contour method developed by Prime in 2001 [209] was used to measure the longitudinal stresses in Set 1 samples for investigating the influence of stress relief heating at relative low temperature. Based upon solid mechanics, the residual stress is determined by the contour method by cutting a specimen into two pieces in the plane where stress is to be determined, and measuring the resulting deformation due to residual stress redistribution. A finite element model of the specimen is established to account for the stiffness of the material and part geometry, providing a unique result. The residual stresses are then calculated using the measured displacement data. As a result, a 2D map of residual stress normal to the measurement plane can be obtained as the output. This method allows the visualisation of residual stress within the whole section of the assembly.

In this chapter, several steps were taken to achieve high quality contour cuts. Firstly, cutting trials were conducted on one of the heat-treated samples to optimise the wire electrical discharge machine (EDM) cutting parameters. Then, sacrificial materials were bonded to the blocks in the vicinity of the proposed cut plane (mid-length) to prevent cutting artefacts close to the edges of the component. The main contour cut was then
conducted on a plane at the mid-length of the blocks using a Fanuc (α-C600iA) wire EDM with a 150 μm diameter brass wire.

The deformation contours of the created cut surfaces were measured using a Zeiss Eclipse coordinate measuring machine (CMM), fitted with a Micro-Epsilon laser probe and a 4 mm diameter ruby-tipped Renishaw touch trigger probe. The measurement point grid spacing was set to 0.1 mm. The measured deformations were then processed and applied as surface boundary conditions to an elastic finite element model of the cut component.

### 6.2.4 Metallography

The Set 2 samples were sectioned into metallographic specimens according to standard metallographic procedures. Optical micrographs were taken of the polished and etched cross-sections using the Kroll’s reagent. A GBC MMA X-ray diffractometer (XRD) with Cu Kα radiation ($\lambda = 1.5418$ Å) was used to measure the phase diffraction profiles for all of the heat-treated samples.

### 6.2.5 Neutron Diffraction

Ordering phenomena are expected to strongly affect the mechanical behaviour of γ-TiAl alloys due to the change of existing phases upon ordering. However, it is only possible to observe the ordering reaction at its occurring temperature, because the disordered phase is not preserved at room temperature. The fast kinetics of the ordering reactions presents a challenge for investigating the intrinsic properties of titanium aluminide intermetallics. Neutron diffraction is particularly well suited for investigating the ordering behaviour of titanium aluminide alloys, since the diffraction patterns can be acquired at any temperature, as long as the temperature remains constant during the measurement process [210]. It is well known that the scattering lengths of Ti (-3.770 fm) and Al (3.449 fm) are very similar but of opposite sign for neutrons. As a result, a structure factor of close to zero and small intensities are obtained for the main
reflections, while the structure factors for superstructure reflections are large and the observed intensities are therefore rather high.

To study the ordering behaviour of $\alpha_2$ phase, the WOMBAT instrument at the OPAL reactor of ANSTO was used to conduct neutron diffraction experiments in this work. This instrument is a two-axis powder diffractometer, using a Ge 115 monochromator at $100^\circ$ takeoff angle to acquire neutrons. The facility hosts a true, cylindrical 2D position sensitive detector of $968 \times 128$ pixels$^2$ covering $120^\circ$ in the scattering plane and approximately $15^\circ$ out of plane. The neutron wavelength used was $\lambda = 1.67$ Å. Depending on the counting statistics, the diffraction pattern can be obtained within a counting time of 18.2 seconds per frame. This frame rate is sufficiently high for determining the order-to-disorder transition temperatures with adequate accuracy.

6.2.6 Microhardness Testing

Vickers microhardness profiles were measured on cross-sections of the Set 2 samples at a load of 200 g (HV0.2). In order to investigate the homogeneity of heat treatment on the as-fabricated materials, indentations were conducted along the centreline from the fusion line to the top of the walls at 1 mm intervals. A comparison of the results between the as-fabricated samples and heat-treated samples is presented later in this chapter.

6.2.7 Tensile Testing and Fracture Surface Analysis

Three tensile test specimens with dimensions specified in Figure 3.11 were cut from each bulk sample in Set 3, and hence, there were three specimens tested for each direction of each heat treatment ($1200^\circ$C / 24 h and $1060^\circ$C / 24 h), respectively. The room temperature tensile tests were carried out on a MTS370 load unit using uniaxial load with a strain rate of 0.05 s$^{-1}$. The fracture surfaces of the broken samples were inspected using SEM.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Residual Stress

Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of longitudinal stresses at mid-length of the as-fabricated sample as well as the low-temperature heat-treated samples, determined by using the contour method. The relative residual stress line profiles across the height are presented in Figure 6.5. It can be seen that the longitudinal stress at mid-length of the wall changes from compressive in the centre to strongly tensile at the top and the bottom of the wall. The highest compressive stress occurs in the middle height of the as-fabricated wall, and there are balancing zones of tensile stress around this area.

These graphs show the effectiveness of low temperature stress relieving heat treatment on the upper section of the walls. The effectiveness is increased when the heating temperature is raised from 400 to 500 °C. However, it appears that heat treatments at 400 °C / 2h and 500 °C / 2h are not particularly effective in reducing the longitudinal stresses in the central and lower section of the walls. For the 400 °C / 2h heat treatment, there is only a small redistribution of stress in the central section, but a more substantial reduction of tensile stress at the lower extremity (Z = 19~20mm). For the 500 °C / 2h heat treatment, there is a more significant redistribution of stresses in the central section, although the peak value of compressive stress is still not significantly changed but instead shifted closer to the bottom of the wall. However, unlike the 400 C treatment, the tensile stress at the lower extremity of the wall has not been relieved by the 500 °C treatment. These somewhat unusual results are discussed further in section 6.4.1.
Figure 6.4 Longitudinal stresses distribution measured using the Contour Method in different samples, units are in MPa: (a) GTAW-based ALM produced sample, (b) GTAW-based ALM produced sample after low temperature stress relief heat treatment for 400 °C / 2h, and (c) GTAW-based ALM produced sample after low temperature stress relief heat treatment for 500 °C / 2h.
6.3.2 Microstructure

Optical micrographs of the GTAW-based ALM built material after high temperature heat treatment at different conditions are shown in Figures 6.6~6.7. The response to heat treatment is a more homogenous microstructure in the majority (middle and upper) region of the heat-treated wall in comparison to the as-built wall. The near-substrate zone exhibits a totally different microstructure because of the significantly different composition when compared to the composition of the majority region, as described in Chapter 5.

The microstructure in the majority region of the heat-treated wall after 12 h at 1200 °C exhibits a near γ microstructure with an average grain size of around 50 μm (Figure 6.6a). The γ grains show different contrast due to different grain orientations. The dendritic structure is no longer present, indicating that a full microstructural transformation has occurred. Relative small lamellar grains are also visible. Instead, the microstructure in near-substrate zone is composed mainly of fully lamellar grains (Figure 6.6b). As expected, when the duration of heat treatment is increased to 24 h, a much coarser microstructure is evident in the majority region, as seen in Figure 6.6c.

**Figure 6.5** Comparison of longitudinal stress line profiles before and after different heat treatment.
The lamellar colony size and lamellae width are also found to be much coarser in the near-substrate zone, as shown in Figure 6.6d.

Figure 6.6 Representative microstructure of different regions in cross-section (X-Z plane) of GTAW-based ALM produced γ-TiAl alloys after heat treatment at 1200 °C for different holding times: (a) the majority region and (b) the near-substrate zone after 12 h heating, (c) the majority region and (d) the near-substrate zone after 24 h heating.
Figure 6.7 Representative microstructure of different regions in cross-section (X-Z plane) of GTAW-based ALM produced γ-TiAl alloys after heat treatment at 1060 °C for different holding times: (a) and (b) the majority region and (c) the near-substrate zone after 12 h heating, (d) the majority region and (e) the near-substrate zone after 24 h heating.

When heat treatment is performed at 1060 °C, which is below the eutectoid temperature Te, there is a significant difference in grain morphology in comparison with the samples treated at 1200 °C, which is above Te. The columnar dendritic structure is partially transformed into a lamellar structure in the majority region after 12 h. It can be seen in Figure 6.7a that the interdendritic structure is still visible. Small and banded lamellar grains are present in the majority region (Figure 6.7b). However, fine γ laths within the coarse α2 matrix are obtained in the near-substrate zone (Figure 6.7c). After 24 h, the majority region of the GTAW-based ALM built wall exhibits a fully lamellar structure with an average colony size of around 20 μm shown in Figure 6.7d. In the near-substrate zone, the microstructure in Figure 6.7e consists of large equiaxed α2 grains containing...
fine, irregularly spaced $\gamma$ plates. Nevertheless, the colony size distribution is quite inhomogeneous. The coarsening of some lamellar structure is evident.

**6.3.3 Phase Constitution**

The majority regions of post production heat-treated alloys obtained in this work were analysed using XRD in order to identify the phases present in those regions. It is of special importance to observe any variation in the intensity of both $\gamma$ and $\alpha_2$ peaks in the XRD spectrum, which can reveal changes in volume fraction of each microstructural constituent in the GTAW-based ALM fabricated materials. Figure 6.8 presents the XRD analysis results for the heat-treated samples and as-fabricated ones. The results show that the $\gamma$ peak intensity of the strongest peak (111) is increased by the 12 h heat treatment at 1200 °C, but remains constant when the duration is increased to 24 h. Conversely, the peak intensity of the $\alpha_2$ phase consecutively reduces as the duration increases. This is indicative of a reduction in $\alpha_2$ structure as a result of post production heat treatment. In particular, no observable $\alpha_2$ phase peak is detected by XRD when the holding time is increased to 24 h, which indicates that the percentage of $\alpha_2$ phase decreases below the detection limit.

For the heat treatment performed at 1060 °C, the $\alpha_2$ peak intensity is slightly reduced after 12 h heating, while there is no obvious change for the peak intensity of $\gamma$ phase. However, increasing the duration from 12 h to 24 h results in a completely different development of both $\gamma$ and $\alpha_2$ phases. Firstly, the considerable reduction of $\gamma$ peak (111) intensity is ascribed to the dissolution of interdendritic $\gamma$ phase. Furthermore, the much stronger $\alpha_2$ peak (201) suggests a significantly increase in $\alpha_2$ phase volume fraction due to the formation of fully lamellar colonies consisting of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ lamellae. All the above results agree with the microstructural analysis.
Figure 6.8 Comparison of phase constitutions in cross-section (X-Z plane) of GTAW-based ALM as-fabricated γ-TiAl alloys and heat-treated alloys at different conditions.

6.3.4 In-situ Neutron Diffraction

Figure 6.9 shows the reflection patterns of both γ and α₂ phases acquired from an as-fabricated sample that has been placed in the neutron beam line and progressively scanned at temperatures of 1000 °C, 1060 °C and 1200 °C. The results are indicative of the phase constitutions and their corresponding fraction at these three temperatures. The phase transformations undergone within a single as-fabricated alloy sample can therefore be studied. It is clear that only the superstructure reflection of γ phase is visible at 1200 °C. The α₂ reflection starts to diminish from 1000 °C to 1060 °C, and is completely absent by 1200 °C. Only 1% volume fraction of α₂ phase remains at 1060 °C. The vanishing of the superstructure reflections indicates the loss of order α₂ phase due to the average scattering length of the disordered material being close to zero [210].
Figure 6.9 Neutron diffraction patterns at different temperatures for GTAW-based ALM produced γ-TiAl alloys: (a) 1000 °C, (b) 1060 °C, and (c) 1200 °C.

6.3.5 Microhardness Measurements

The microhardness profiles for alloy samples that have been heat treated at different temperatures for different holding times are plotted as a function of distance from the fusion line in Figure 6.10. The results are superimposed onto the profile for the as-
fabricated condition. For all samples, there is a large deviation in microhardness values between the near-substrate zone and the majority region. This is expected due to the Al concentration difference between the near-substrate zone and the majority region for every sample, as previously discussed in Chapter 5.

The heat-treated samples at 1200 °C exhibit a considerable reduction in microhardness for both the majority region and the near-substrate zone compared to the as-fabricated condition. The decrease of microhardness in the majority region occurs in a more dramatic manner than that in the near-substrate zone. As the duration is increased from 12 h to 24 h, microhardness values further decrease and reach a minimum mean value 206 HV0.2 in the majority region.

![Figure 6.10](image)

**Figure 6.10** Microhardness profiles as a function of location in cross-section (X-Z plane) of GTAW-based ALM as-fabricated γ-TiAl alloys and heat-treated alloys at different conditions.

However, heat treatment at 1060 °C results in totally different microhardness results. A slight decrease in microhardness is obtained in the majority region of 1060 °C / 12 h heat-treated specimens, while microhardness values in the near-substrate zone are slightly higher than those in the as-fabricated specimens. In addition, a comparison of the hardness profile of the 1060 °C / 24 h heat treatment to the other specimens shows
that an overall higher microhardness is obtained for the 1060 °C / 24 h heat treatment. Furthermore, it is interesting that increasing the duration to 24 h at 1060 °C leads to a significant increase in microhardness, instead of further decreasing the microhardness in the majority region as occurs at 1200 °C. Simultaneously, the near-substrate zone in the 1060 °C / 24 h specimen exhibits a much higher microhardness relative to the 1060 °C / 12 h specimen, following the same general trend exhibited by the majority region.

### 6.3.6 Tensile Properties

The room-temperature tensile properties of both the as-fabricated and heat-treated materials are shown in Figure 6.11. The tensile samples were obtained from the majority region with homogeneous microstructure, as this is the region of major interest. As can be seen, post production heat treatment can effectively eliminate the strength deviation between the travel direction (Y) and build direction (Z), whereas the tensile elongations do not seem to significantly differ for the different directions irrespective of whether heat treatment has been performed. The difference between ultimate tensile strength (UTS) values for the Y-direction and Z-direction, which is more than 60 MPa for the as-fabricated materials, is reduced to approximately 20 MPa and 10 MPa after heat treatment at 1060 °C / 24 h and 1200 °C / 24 h, respectively.

Furthermore, the tensile properties differ greatly between the various heat treatments. The 1200 °C / 24 h heat-treated samples are markedly softer than the as-fabricated samples. The UTS and yield strength (YS) values along the Y-direction decrease to 471 ± 14 MPa and 421 ± 11 MPa respectively after the 1200 °C / 24 h heat treatment, while the YS does not change appreciably in the Z-direction. The tensile elongation increases to 1.1 % after the 1200 °C / 24 h heat treatment.

Heat treatment at 1060 °C / 24 h leads to an increased UTS of 590 ± 4 MPa along the Y-direction and 569 ± 12 MPa along the Z-direction, which are 7 % and 17 % higher than the as-fabricated samples along the corresponding directions. There is no significant
change in the YS along the Y-direction, while the YS along the Z-direction by more than 50 MPa higher YS so that comparable YS values are produced along both directions. A tensile elongation of approximately 0.4 % is obtained for the 1060 °C / 24 h heat treatment, slightly lower than the 0.5% value for the as-fabricated material.

Figure 6.11 Comparison of the room-temperature mechanical properties of GTAW-based ALM as-fabricated γ-TiAl alloys and heat-treated alloys at different 24h heat treatment temperatures, tested along both the build direction (Z) and the travel direction (Y) for each condition.

The fracture surfaces of heat-treated samples are shown in Figure 6.12. The fracture morphologies after tensile testing are quite similar for the two microstructures with differing heat treatment temperatures. The predominantly transgranular cleavage fracture is present over the entire fracture surface. The fracture modes are brittle fracture, and no dimples could be observed in all cases.
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Figure 6.12 SEM fractographs GTAW-based ALM produced γ-TiAl alloys after heat treatment at different temperature for 24 h: (a) 1200 °C, and (b) 1060 °C.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Residual Stress

According to the geometry of the manufacturing process, the longitudinal direction is expected to exhibit the largest residual stresses because of the longitudinal expansion and contraction during deposition [211]. Typically, the maximum stress is close to the weld zone and decreases with the distance from the deposit [212]. As discussed in Chapter 5, the last layer is deposited on the previous layers without further heat treatment. Due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of Ti and Al, the as-fabricated materials are usually stressed residually by curing contraction [213]. The occurrence of shrinkage hindrance by the deposited materials below the last layer, as well as the subsequent non-uniform cooling could result in the highest stress below the last layer. On the other hand, every layer in the middle region has been partly melted during the deposition of its subsequent layer. The volumetric expansion during remelting is translated into a compressive state of stress due to the constraint of the underlying material. However, the melting time of this area is very short. The excessive amount of heat input in each layer promotes the dislocation movement and relieves the internal stress. In addition, the materials near the substrate have considerably lower Al
content (~ 40 at.%), and the cooling rate is higher compared with the materials that are deposited in other areas. Therefore, high stress remains in this area due to the high volume fraction of α₂ phase with a limited number of dislocations systems. Although this area experiences multi-cycle heat treatment by the subsequent deposition of many layers, the extremely short heating time (approximately 10 s) is not sufficient to reduce the stress level.

It is well known that stress relief heat treatment is used to reduce the stresses that remain locked in a structure as a consequence of manufacturing processes [214, 215]. In this work, low temperature heat treatment from 400 to 500 °C was effective in increasing the activity of dislocations and hence relaxing the residual stresses in the upper section of the as-fabricated components. Conversely, the residual stresses in the central and lower sections of the wall showed abnormal variation by stress relief heat treatment. This interesting phenomenon could be attributed to the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients of the γ and α₂ phases. The volume contraction of γ phase in the upper and central sections of the wall generates a certain amount of stress on the lower section of the wall where the α₂ phase is the principal phase composition. As such, some of the area just below the centreline (Z = 10 ~16 mm in Figure 6.5) exhibited slightly higher stresses after 400 °C / 2h heat treatment despite the lower stresses obtained in the lower extremity of the wall (Z = 17 ~20 mm). When the heating temperature was increased to 500 °C, the volume change was more significant due to the increased thermal expansion coefficients with temperature [216]. Hence, even higher stresses were measured in the lower half of the wall (Z = 12 ~20 mm), while the stresses above the centreline are markedly reduced, particularly at the top extremity of the wall.

6.4.2 Microstructure and Phase Transformation

Microstructure and phase volume fraction of as-built γ-TiAl based alloys were strongly modified by post production heat treatment. The as-built material is composed of coarse lamellar dendrites with fine lamellar spacing. These metastable structures that are
developed during the GTAW-based ALM process contain many kinds of imperfections such as stacking faults, edges and grain boundaries. These imperfections play a key role in initiating instability of the lamellar structure during heat treatment. Since both of the phases that are present in the lamellar structure have thin, long plate morphology, there appear to be no curvature effects, which implies that the chemical potentials of the atoms are the same everywhere except for growth faults and edges. Small perturbations in the shape of an infinite perfect plate are expected to decay, as in the case of a flat surface, so that reducing imperfections by heat treatment would enhance their stability [217].

Heat treatment at 1200 °C in α+γ phase field for the majority region of the GTAW-based ALM fabricated wall results in a complete change of microstructure. The dissolution of the γ lamellae and disordering of α₂ phase occur during heating, while γ lamellae precipitate within the α matrix during the treatment holding time. According to previous studies [218], the γ plates nucleate on stacking faults. After a fully lamellar structure has developed, the γ width then increases continuously at the expense of the nucleation ratio decreasing within the remaining time, so that the only further reaction is coarsening of the existing γ laths. Also, additional titanium diffuses out of the α phase into the surroundings when the duration of heat treatment is increased, which is beneficial to the lamellar phase. This has been seen to occur for TiAl-based alloys prepared using powder metallurgy [219]. Both the γ and α phase tend to coarsen when a longer heat treatment time is used, but hinder each other, thereby limiting grain growth. However, as pointed out by [220] these lamellar colonies that are formed in the vicinity of the α-transus temperature are not actually stabilised and tend to gradually disappear upon furnace cooling, which offers sufficient time for the γ phase to grow as individual γ grains. Meanwhile, the ordering transformation α → α₂ occurs in the retained lamellar structure as well.
In contrast to the majority region, the near-substrate zone undergoes heat treatment at 1200 °C in the α phase field due to the lower Al content (~40 at.%). Fully lamellar structures form in the α2 matrix through the phase transformation path $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2 \rightarrow \alpha_2+\gamma$ during furnace cooling.

The microstructural analysis for heat treatment at 1060 °C shows a progressive transformation from dendritic to fully lamellar structure as the duration of the heat treatment is increased from 12 h to 24 h. When the GTAW-based ALM fabricated alloys are reheated to 1060 °C, which is slightly above the metastable $\alpha_2 / \alpha_2+\gamma$ phase boundary in the $\alpha_2+\gamma$ phase field, the non-equilibrium interdendritic structure begins to dissolve together with the disordering of $\alpha_2$. Meanwhile the gamma laths partially transform back to alpha, further refining the grain size. Because the primary lamellae are very stable and the decomposition of the lamellar structure is very slow, the 12 h heating at 1060 °C can only promote an incipient transformation and the microstructure remains non-equilibrium. As a result, the longer holding time of 24 h is required for the disappearance of the interdendritic structure and primary lamellar dendrites. During the subsequent cooling, the $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$ occurs first followed by precipitation of $\gamma$ laths in $\alpha_2$ matrix as described in CCT curves [183]. In addition, discontinuous coarsening (DC) also occurs in the majority region of heat-treated alloys at 1060 °C. DC is a reaction during which a two-phase structure with high density of interfaces is transformed into a coarser lamellar structure by grain boundary diffusion along the transformation front [221]. The driving force is provided by the reduction of both the interface energy and the chemical free energy, which corresponds to a change in the matrix composition as well as in the volume fraction of each phase of the lamellar structure before and after the discontinuous coarsening [222]. However, based upon the study of Jung et al. [223], the elastic strain energy appears to act as the driving force for the migration of grain boundaries rather than the interfacial or chemical energy. The reason is that there is no apparent geometrical angular relationship between the primary lamellar interface and the migrating grain boundary plane. Despite this controversial issue, it is accepted that
the DC cells normally nucleate at original colony boundaries and grow into the adjacent lamellar colony by consuming its primary fine $\alpha_2/\gamma$ lamellae [224]. However, the growth rate of DC structures has been demonstrated to be extremely slow in Ti42Al alloys [225], where the length of DC cells only extended 5 um from 1 h to 100 h. The low coarsening rate is attributed to the low density of ledges at the interphase interface, which contain very few Shockley partial dislocations [226]. Moreover, such a coarsening gradually slows down and becomes progressively difficult because of a decrease in ledge mobility associated with the decrease of solute supersaturation [222]. As a consequence, the overall structure of the majority region can be replaced by relatively coarse $\alpha_2/\gamma$ lamellae within fine lamellar colonies. In considering the near-substrate zone with 40 at.% Al, DC plays a dominant role in controlling the microstructural variation.

6.4.3 Mechanical Properties

The microstructural characteristics including type of microstructure, phase distribution and grain size have been shown to strongly control the mechanical properties of $\gamma$-TiAl alloys, and therefore microstructural modifications produced by post production heat treatment can make significant changes to the mechanical properties.

Firstly, the variation of microhardness and tensile properties is strongly affected by the types of microstructure. In general, the interface of layered microstructure provides locations for crack nucleation sites and yields highly anisotropic and non-uniform deformation [34, 52]. Accordingly, the lamellar grains made of two phases are expected to be the representative multilayer system, and their poor tensile properties at room temperature have been well documented in the literature [227-231]. Equiaxed $\gamma$ grains have been recognised to be softer than lamellae [29, 38]. Also, the type of microstructure has a direct effect on the change of tensile elongation. This is due to the fact that the nature of dislocations and the ease of slip or twinning in specimens with the same composition are known to have a similar influence on deformation [192]. It is well
known that near-\(\gamma\) grains show the highest ductility compared with other microstructure types for alloys with a given composition, while the fully lamellar structure exhibits the lowest ductility [54].

Additionally, the volume fraction of different phases, especially the \(\alpha_2\) phase fraction, is correlated with the mechanical properties of dual phase titanium aluminides. It has been demonstrated that the dislocations to glide in the \(\alpha_2\)-Ti\(_3\)Al phase needs significantly larger critical resolved shear stresses compared to the activation of slip in \(\gamma\)-TiAl phase [193]. Therefore, higher strength can be obtained in materials with a larger amount of \(\alpha_2\) phase. However, an excessive amount of brittle \(\alpha_2\) phase can eliminate the beneficial effect of refined microstructure and hence lead to poor ductility. The maximum tensile elongation usually appears in materials with an \(\alpha_2/\gamma\) phase ratio of 3\% to 15\% owing to the pronounced growth of grains above this range [53]. As a result, the amount of \(\alpha_2\) phase should be controlled accordingly, to achieve, an appropriate balance between strength and ductility.

Moreover, the mechanical properties are inversely proportional to the grain size for each type of microstructure on basis of the Hall-Petch relationship [55]. As the grain size decreases, the volume of defects such as grain boundaries increases, which in turn aids in the deformation mechanisms. Consequently, the strength and ductility of coarse grained microstructure are normally lower than those of microstructure with fine grain size.

Based upon the above discussion, the response of the as-fabricated material to the various applied heat treatments is completely different. The equiaxed \(\gamma\) microstructure as a result of heat treatment at 1200 °C / 24 h plays a crucial role in reducing the microhardness and tensile strength but enhancing the tensile ductility. This is not surprising because the deformation of equiaxed \(\gamma\) grains can be facilitated by easy glide of dislocations (\(\frac{1}{2}(110)\) slip and (111)(11\(\bar{2}\)) twinning) during the localised plastic...
deformation that is generated during microhardness and tensile testing [232]. Besides, the extremely low volume fraction of α₂ phase is also responsible for the reduction in microhardness and tensile strength and the increase in ductility. Conversely, heat treatment at 1060 °C / 24 h results in a fully lamellar structure as well as large amount of α₂ phase, which effectively increase the strength but decrease the ductility of the alloy. The grain size should be considered as another key issue to change the mechanical properties. Although the reduction of lamellar colony size contributes to the highest tensile strength of heat-treated samples at 1060 °C / 24 h, it is a less important factor in enhancing the ductility compared to the amount of γ grains when the microstructure is mainly composed of lamellar grains. As such, the resultant microstructure exhibits the lowest tensile ductility after 1060 °C / 24 h heat treatment.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, two types of post production heat treatment were performed on the γ-TiAl alloys fabricated by the GTAW-based ALM process. The influence of temperature and holding time has been assessed. Particular attention has been given to the analysis of residual stress distribution, microstructure evolution (especially the behaviour of ordered α₂ phase) and the resulting mechanical properties. The most important conclusions are summarised as follows:

1. The longitudinal stress in the as-fabricated component changes from tensile in the top of the wall to compressive in the middle of the wall. After low temperature heat treatment at 400 °C and 500 °C for 2 h, the residual stresses are significantly reduced in the upper half of the wall, where the microstructure is dominated by γ phase. The stress relief is much more pronounced for the 500 °C treatment. However, the presence of α₂ phase in the lower section of the wall, due to lower Al content, results in only minor changes in residual stress conditions around this area. These results show that the effectiveness of low
temperature stress relief heat treatment can be difficult to predict for components that have significant variations in Al content throughout their geometries.

2. Post production heat treatment at 1200 °C resulted in equiaxed $\gamma$ grains in the majority region of the as-fabricated materials. Grain coarsening occurred with an increase of heating duration from 12 h to 24 h. The near-substrate zone exhibited a different fully lamellar structure due to the low Al content in this area.

3. Post production heat treatment at 1060 °C produced a fully lamellar structure with different size in different regions. The dendritic structure in the majority region of the as-fabricated materials was partially transformed after 12 h heating, and then fully transformed into lamellar structure when heated for 24 h through both continuous and discontinuous reaction. However, the microstructure evolution in the near-substrate zone was primarily controlled by discontinuous reaction.

4. Mechanical properties were closely dependent on the microstructural characteristics resulted from different heat treatment temperatures. Post production heat treatment can generate homogenous microstructure in the majority region, and hence effectively reduce the differences in mechanical properties between the build direction (Z) and travel direction (Y). For a 1200 °C / 24 h heat treatment, the UTS and microhardness decrease while the tensile ductility rises, because of the decomposition of $\alpha_2$ phase accompanied by the formation of equiaxed $\gamma$ grains. Conversely, for heat treatment at 1060 °C / 24 h the resultant fine fully lamellar structure and a large amount of $\alpha_2$ phase contribute to an increase of UTS and decreased ductility.
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7.1 Introduction

Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are defined as heterogeneous materials exhibiting a controlled spatial variation of their chemical compositions and/or microstructures along at least one direction [233]. Recently, FGMs have attracted much attention because of their unique multifunctional behaviour. The development of FGMs is expected to have a strong impact on the design and development of new components and structures with better performance for widespread applications in aerospace, automotive, defence, electronics, biomedical and power engineering sectors [234].

The term “functionally graded materials” was first introduced in Japan in 1984. These materials were initially designed as thermal barrier materials for aerospace structural applications and fusion reactors [235]. In some of these applications, extremely high temperatures are imposed only at certain regions of a component. A gradient of chemical, physical and mechanical properties are required through the component to withstand operation under these conditions and FGMs are often more appropriate than mono-composition alloys in high temperature environments [236]. Typically, FGMs are made from a mixture of ceramic and a metal or a combination of different metals. A number of studies have been conducted on the functionally graded metal matrix composites (FGMMC) that comprise FGMs with metal and ceramic constituents [237] and on conventional metal alloys based FGMs, for instance; stainless steels [238], titanium alloys [239, 240], and nickel-based super alloys [241]. However, limited research covering intermetallic-based FGMs can be found in open literature. It is reported that intermetallic Al-based FGMs have been successfully fabricated by the centrifugal casting method [242-249]. A variety of different production methods have
been employed for the synthesis of FGMs [250] and intermetallic titanium aluminides [75]. The manufacturing processes for FGMs vary from novel material processing routes, such as laser surface cladding, to well established industrial material processes such as case carburisation for steel [250, 251]. The preferred methods are generally based on the solidification route due to their economics and ability to make large components. Recently, a major part of FGM research has been dedicated to additive manufacturing of these materials. Laser deposition has been employed to fabricate graded Ti-Rene88DT superalloy [236], graded Ti-V and Ti-Mo alloys [252]. Niendorf et al. [238] used selective laser melting to produce functionally graded stainless steel and have investigated the resulting microstructure characterisation.

This chapter will investigate the feasibility of using the GTAW-based ALM process to fabricate functionally graded Ti-Al alloys. Although titanium aluminides are widely recognised as promising structural materials, their brittle nature limits their application. These limitations may be overcome by using titanium aluminides as a basis for metal-intermetallic FGMs or functionally graded composites, thereby providing attractive properties for certain engineering applications. This study of functionally graded Ti-Al alloys proposes an innovative approach for the development of high temperature structural materials in aerospace and automotive applications. The core issue is to understand the location dependence of phase evolution and the mechanical performance of the deposited component.

7.2 Experimental Procedure

7.2.1 Investigated Materials

The same ALM system that was used to produce intermetallic titanium aluminides presented in the previous chapters is used to deposit functionally graded Ti-Al alloys. A pure titanium substrate was used as the base for deposition. The GTAW torch was
directed onto the substrate to create a molten pool into which two elemental wires were injected. The wires were melted and subsequently re-solidified to form the consecutive layers. A dual wire feeding system was used to deliver both pure Ti and pure Al wires. The compositional gradation along the height of the deposited material was achieved by controlling the feeding rate ratio of both wires in order to achieve the predesigned graded structure. The first 5 layers were expected to contain 20 at.% Al. The expected composition of the deposit was then changed every 5 layers from 20 at.% Al to 50 at.% Al. The process parameters were selected according to the previous study on $\gamma$-TiAl alloys in Chapter 4 using 120 A current and 400 °C interpass temperature. The detailed wire feed rates for both Ti and Al wires are summarised in Table 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7.1 Wire feed rates to produce Ti-Al FGMs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.2.2 Metallography

The as-fabricated graded material was sectioned along the deposition direction (vertical XZ plane). The samples were polished according to the standard metallography method for $\gamma$-TiAl based alloy, and then etched in Kroll’s reagent for metallographic characterisation by optical microscopy (OM). A series of micrographs from typical regions were captured.
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7.2.3 Composition and Microhardness Testing

The composition along the gradient direction was determined using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) fitted to a scanning electron microscope (SEM).

To mark the locations for the EDS analysis, microhardness measurements were recorded by a Vickers microhardness indenter vertically along the compositional gradient with 0.5 mm indentation intervals and 200 g load.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Composition Gradient

Figure 7.1 shows the results of EDS analysis along the vertical direction of the graded deposit. The composition along the entire height of 34 mm varies from Ti-8 at.% Al to Ti-50 at.% Al. The elements Ti and Al show a certain degree of linearity along the compositional gradient. It is interesting to note that although the wire feed rates used for the graded alloy were varied in a step-wise manner every 5 layers, the resulting alloy exhibits a continuously changing composition for each deposition set. The exception occurs when using the last three deposition sets (Set 5, Set 6 and Set 7 in Figure 7.1), which tended to produce Ti-40 at.% Al, Ti-45 at.% Al and Ti-50 at.% Al alloys, respectively, in a more step-wise manner in accordance with the change of wire feeding ratio. Clearly, regions with more constant composition can be obtained for higher Al content. This is particularly apparent in the uppermost 3 mm of the deposit having approximately 50 at.% Al. Interestingly, the rate of change in Al content is highest when the wire feeding ratio is altered at the beginning of each set, particularly for Al contents less than 35%. This trend tends to disappear for higher Al content, where the Al content ramps up smoothly in the first 2 layers and then rapidly reaches an equilibrium value that is dictated by the wire feeding ratio. Furthermore, deposition sets 6 and 7 produce a
relatively small abrupt increase in the composition range produced by the deposition from previous sets.

![Graph showing compositional gradient](image)

**Figure 7.1** The compositional gradient in the Ti-Al FGMs fabricated by GTAW-based ALM process.

### 7.3.2 Microstructure Evolution

A series of optical micrograph from regions of successively increasing Al content are shown in Figure 7.2. All the images have been recorded at the same magnification across the compositional gradient.

![Optical micrographs](image)
Figure 7.2 (a ~ g) A series of OM images from regions with progressively higher Al content in GTAW-based ALM produced Ti-Al FGMs.

Set 1 has produced conventional type Ti alloys, and their representative microstructure in Figure 7.2a exhibits a typical Widmanstätten lath-like morphology with more laths appearing to originate from the grain boundary $\alpha$ layer. Also, the $\alpha$ laths appear to be of the same size scale.
In Figure 7.2b, corresponding to an average local composition of Ti-15 at.% Al, the microstructure consists primarily of fine lamellae and some needle-like phase in the \( \alpha \) matrix.

The Ti-25 at.% Al alloy in Figure 7.2c exhibits crooked grain boundaries as well as fine plates within grain interiors. A similar characteristic microstructure is found in Ti-35 at.% Al alloys (Figure 7.2d), showing a network of ragged grain boundaries with several acicular plates inside the grains. This feature has also been observed in a button-shaped ingot [253]. Figure 7.2e represents the microstructure in Ti-40 at.% Al alloys. The \( \gamma \) lamellae grow along one direction in a grain and develop fairly periodically in the \( \alpha_2 \) matrix.

A typical representative lamellar structure in dendrites and white interdendritic \( \gamma \) regions for Ti-45 at.% Al alloy is shown in Figure 7.2f. The study in previous chapters on additive manufactured \( \gamma \)-TiAl alloys has presented similar microstructure. Increasing the Al composition leads to a Ti-50 at.% Al alloy at the uppermost region of the functionally graded deposit. The dendrites with branches pointing at \( \sim 60^\circ \) angles can be seen in Figure 7.2g. Similar hexagonal dendrites have been observed by Duarte et al. [178] in the as-cast titanium aluminides with the same composition.

### 7.3.3 Microhardness Measurements

Figure 7.3 shows the microhardness variation throughout the as-fabricated Ti-Al FGMs as a function of the local Al composition. Initially, there is a considerable increase in microhardness with increasing the Al composition up to around 17 at.%. Thereafter, adding more Al leads to a relatively slow increase in microhardness following a predominantly non-linear function. The microhardness then goes up sharply to a peak value of 516 HV0.2, which corresponds to a 27-28 at.% Al content. After that, there is only a small change in the microhardness value until the Al content reaches 35 at.%. A
sharp decrease in microhardness is then observed with increasing Al content, decreasing significantly until the maximum Al content of 50 at.% is reached.

Figure 7.3 The microhardness value measured along the compositional gradient in the Ti-Al FGMs fabricated by GTAW-based ALM process.

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Microstructure and Phase Evolution

Based on the above results, the deposited alloys exhibit a systematic change in Al content as intended by the experimental design, and there is an alloy type transition from conventional Ti alloy to Ti-Al intermetallic compounds.

The evolution of microstructures along the composition gradient can be explained in terms of the Ti-Al binary phase diagram (Figure 2.2). For the present Ti-Al graded material, the main phases present are the Ti-rich solid solution and (Ti, Al) compounds. Ideally, the Ti-rich part of the system contains three invariant reactions involving the liquid phase, i.e., \( L \to \beta \), \( L + \beta \to \alpha \), and \( L + \alpha \to \gamma \). Figure 7.4 clearly shows that for alloys containing less than 45 at.% Al, solidification takes place solely through the \( \beta \)
phase. For Al concentrations of 45 ~ 49 at.%, primary β dendrites form first followed by the peritectic formation of the α phase. However, above 49 at.% Al the hexagonal α phase is the first phase to form that later transforms to the γ phase through a peritectic reaction. In Figure 7.1, these three solidification processes are identified with their corresponding composition ranges as I (L → L+β → β), II (L → L+β → β+α) and III (L → L+α → α).

![Figure 7.4 Section near the peritectic reaction of binary Ti-Al phase diagram [31].](image)

After solidification, different solid state reactions occur in the different composition ranges. Subsequently, the deposition of a new layer remelts the upper region of the previous layer and reheats the retained part, which undergoes secondary solid state phase transformation during the subsequent periodical heat treatment. For alloys with 12-17 at.% Al, the solidified β phase experiences transformation path β → α → α+α₂, and forms a dominant acicular martensitic microstructure together with minor ordered α₂ phase. When the Al concentration is gradually increased, more α₂ phase can be obtained. The composition of Ti-(17~34) at.% Al alloy lies in a single α₂ phase field, where different types of alloys can be found on the basis of their respective site occupancy. The reason is that two different Wyckoff positions in the stoichiometric Ti₃Al phase can be occupied by aluminium and titanium atoms in two situations,
respectively [254]. It should also be noted that although similar microstructure is obtained in this composition range, the final $\alpha_2$ phase forms following different transformation path. In Ti-(17~24) at.% Al alloys, the formation of $\alpha_2$ phase through $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha+\alpha_2 \rightarrow \alpha_2$ is comparable with that in Ti-(12~17) at.% Al alloys. Interestingly, the $\alpha_2$ phase is formed in the solid state by the peritectoid reaction $\beta+\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$ in Ti-(27.5~34) at.% Al alloys, but not by $\alpha+\gamma \rightarrow \alpha_2$ or $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$. As such, a second peritectoid reaction $\beta+\alpha_2 \rightarrow \alpha$ occurs when Al content is in the range of 25~27.5 at.% [20]. However, both of the two peritectoid reactions hardly complete due to the limited diffusion during the non-equilibrium process. Consequently, the coarse grains are obtained ultimately in the single $\alpha_2$ phase field. As Al is increasingly added into the melt pool, the $\alpha_2+\gamma$ dual phase alloys can be obtained. According to the phase diagram, the $\alpha_2$ phase forms first, followed by the $\gamma$ lamellae nucleation at the grain boundaries within Ti-(34~39) at.% Al alloys. The lamellar structure in these hypo-eutectoid alloys has been demonstrated to form in the same sequence as that in the eutectoid alloy in addition to the appearance of the amorphous state [255].

The materials with ~40 at.% Al concentration are expected to undergo $\beta \rightarrow \beta+\alpha \rightarrow \alpha+\gamma \rightarrow \alpha_2+\gamma$ phase transition. However, the high temperature transformation ($\alpha \rightarrow \alpha+\gamma$) is suppressed by the relatively high cooling rate in the deposition process, and only the ordering transformation $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$ occurs [22]. The $\gamma$ laths precipitate at the $\gamma$ allotriomorph / $\alpha_2$ matrix interface with Blackburn’s orientation relationship $(0001)_{\alpha_2} \parallel \{111\}_\gamma$ and $(11\overline{2}0)_{\alpha_2} \parallel (\overline{1}1\overline{0})_\gamma$ [30-31]. The formation mechanism of lamellar $\gamma$ phase in Ti-40 at.% Al alloy has been thoroughly investigated by Nakai et al [256]. As a result, the $\alpha_2$ microstructure with more $\gamma$ laths inside the grains can be found in Ti-40 at.% Al alloys as compared with Ti-(34~39) at.% Al alloys.

With an increase in Al concentration to less than 49 at.%, the ordering of $\alpha$ phase always occurs following with the precipitation of $\gamma$ phase. Long-range diffusion of atoms plays an essential role in controlling the development of lamellar structure in
these hyper-eutectoid alloys [257]. The formation of interdendritic grains can be attributed to Al segregation [184]. The investigation in Chapter 5 has shown the solidification behaviour and phase evolution in this composition range. Further increasing Al contents can result in single $\gamma$ phase materials with around 50 at.% Al. It should be clear that hexagonal $\alpha$ dendrites are the primary solidified phases [258]. The primary $\alpha$ dendrites are later surrounded by $\gamma$ phase due to the peritectic reaction $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha + \gamma$. During further cooling, the interdendritic $\gamma$ structure is more stable than $\alpha$ dendrites, which decompose into a lath structure consisting of $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ plates. The growth of interdendritic $\gamma$ back into the primary dendrites is in a cellular pattern ($\gamma_c$) in order to optimize the diffusion-controlled solute redistribution between $\alpha$ and $\gamma_c$ [259]. When the temperature is decreased to the $\alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2$ transus, an ordering transformation starts to occur in the remaining $\alpha$ phase. In addition, the inhomogeneous composition in every five layers deposited by each set is not a surprising phenomenon because of diffusion at remelting during the fabrication. When depositing the first layer, the pure Ti substrate is mixed into the weld pool to form a large dilution region. Every time a new layer is deposited on the existing layer, the partially remelted top region of the previously deposited layer constitutes the dilution area for next layer. This dilution area is reduced, and hence more homogenous alloys are achieved as more Al wire is added, since the weld pool penetrates layers that have progressively lower Ti content based on the investigation in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the composition of the dilution zone is different from the proposed composition of each set. This also contributes to the abrupt composition change between different deposition sets.

### 7.4.2 Microhardness

Based upon the previous discussion, the trend in microhardness as a function of Al composition is expected. As demonstrated in Chapter 5, Al concentration is of vital importance in changing the microhardness. With an increase in Al addition, the volume fraction of the $\alpha_2$ phase increases in a systematic manner accompanied by a decrease in
\(\alpha\) volume fraction, and hence the microhardness increases to a maximum value when
the Al content reaches into single \(\alpha_2\) phase field. It is interesting to note that the
maximum microhardness value corresponds to a composition range of 25~33 at.% Al.
The microstructure that originates from the peritectoid reaction \(\beta + \alpha \rightarrow \alpha_2\) and a second
peritectoid reaction \(\beta + \alpha_2 \rightarrow \alpha\) in this composition range can account for this
phenomenon. The slight fluctuation of microhardness in this composition range can be
ascribed to the different scale of the microstructure. Conversely, the subsequent increase
in Al content leads to a decrease in microhardness. The underlying cause for this trend is
the decrease in volume fraction of \(\alpha_2\) phase with the increase in volume fraction of \(\gamma\)
phase. The hardness of \(\alpha_2\) phase is almost twice that of \(\gamma\) phase [173] because of the
considerably larger critical resolved shear stresses for dislocations to glide in the \(\alpha_2\)-
\(\text{Ti}_3\text{Al}\) phase as compared with those for activation of slip in \(\gamma\)-\(\text{TiAl}\) phase [193].
Furthermore, the reduction of stacking fault energy with decreasing Al concentration
[192] should be considered as another influential factor on the microhardness variation.
On the basis of the foregoing analysis, different combination of \(\alpha\), \(\alpha_2\) and \(\gamma\) phase and
their volume fraction contributes to the abrupt change in microhardness.

7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, functionally graded TiAl in situ alloys were successfully produced using
the GTAW-based ALM process and separately adjusting the additive feeding speeds of
pure Ti and pure Al wires to produce the desired composition. The microstructural
characterisation and microhardness of the as-fabricated materials were investigated.
Based on these results, the following conclusions are drawn:

1. Through proportionally increasing the Al wire feed rate, the as-fabricated
   component is initially composed of conventional Ti alloy and finally Ti-Al
intermetallic compounds. A smooth composition gradient from Ti to Ti-50 at.% Al is formed along the height of the component.

2. Three types of reaction \( L \rightarrow L+\beta \rightarrow \beta \), \( L \rightarrow L+\beta \rightarrow \beta+\alpha \) and \( L \rightarrow L+\alpha \rightarrow \alpha \) occurred in the molten metal during solidification, depending on the Al concentration. The subsequent solid state phase transformations led to the variation in the volume fraction and the morphology of the \( \alpha \), \( \alpha_2 \) and \( \gamma \) phases, and hence the formation of complex microstructure within the final component for increasing Al content.

3. The microhardness of Ti-Al FGMs displayed a significant increase to a maximum value, and subsequently decreased after reaching a stable maximum plateau. The maximum microhardness values in the as-fabricated materials were found to occur within the composition range of 25~33 at.% Al having single \( \alpha_2 \) phase. A combination of several factors, particularly the amount of \( \alpha_2 \) phase and its morphology, was confirmed to govern the microhardness variation in terms of composition gradient.
7 Preliminary Study on Functionally Graded Ti-Al Alloys Produced by GTAW-based ALM Process
8 Summary and Outlook

8.1 General Summary

In this thesis, titanium aluminide alloys were successfully fabricated using a novel approach through the combination of in-situ alloying and additive manufacturing with gas tungsten arc welding. The effect of different process parameters, such as arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed rate, on the as-fabricated materials were analysed and successful production parameters have been established. The change of as-fabricated microstructural characteristics and mechanical performance with location in the fabricated material, and the response to different post production heat treatment, were also investigated. The same process was also employed to produce functionally graded Ti-Al alloys with success. The general conclusions from this research are summarised as follows:

1. Process parameters including arc current, interpass temperature and wire feed rate did not have an observable influence on the regional distribution of microstructure in the as-fabricated materials. However, the resultant variation of $\alpha_2$ phase fraction was the key factor that influenced the microhardness values.

2. The arc current strongly affected the geometry and dilution area of the as-fabricated materials. With an increase in the arc current from 120 to 160 A, more diluted Ti from the substrate resulted in a decrease of Al composition in the near-substrate zone and hence an increased presence of the more brittle $\alpha_2$ phase. For this reason, an arc current of 120 A was selected as the most suitable setting for subsequent experimentation. The major effect of increasing interpass temperature was to reduce the cooling rate, which led to the change of $\alpha_2$ phase fraction. When interpass temperatures was increased from 100 to 400 °C, the volume fraction of $\alpha_2$ phase reduced considerably, while further increasing
interpass temperature to 500 °C had no obvious contribution. Therefore, 400 °C was considered as the most appropriate interpass temperature. Additionally, the chemical composition of the as-fabricated materials was generally uniform through the as-fabricated walls, apart from the near-substrate zone. This was primarily determined by the ratio between the Al and Ti wire-feeding rate, which further contributed to the amount change of $\alpha_2$ phase.

3. Because the resulting microstructure was found to vary along the build direction, for the purposes of analysis the deposited material could be categorised into three distinct regions along the vertical build direction. The near-substrate zone exhibited equiaxed $\alpha_2$ grains populated by $\gamma$ lamellae, while the microstructure in the top region contained long dendrites interspersed with interdendritic $\gamma$ phases having a lamellar structure. Between these two relatively narrow bounding regions, the deposited material in the middle region is mostly comprised of a series of layer bands. Fully lamellar colonies consisting of $\alpha_2$ and $\gamma$ lamellae were present in the band region, whereas each layer showed much coarser interdendritic $\gamma$ phases surrounded by lamellar microstructure compared with top region.

4. In the middle region of the deposited material, no appreciable variation in average microhardness was found along either the build or travel directions. However, a difference of tensile properties between these two orientations was observed due to the anisotropic microstructure. However, obvious differences in microhardness and tensile properties were found throughout the entire height of the as-fabricated component. This phenomenon was ascribed to variations in Al concentration and the multiple annealing characteristics of GTAW-based ALM process.

5. By using the contour method for residual stress measurement, it was established that the residual stresses in the upper half of the fabricated components were
significantly reduced by applying low temperature stress relief heat treatment of 400 to 500 °C for 2h, with the higher treatment temperature providing a markedly improved result. However, the results also demonstrated that the effects of the low temperature stress relief heat treatment at various locations within a given component can be difficult to predict when there are significant variations in Al content throughout its geometry, producing varying microstructures that respond differently to the applied heat treatment.

6. The microstructure in majority region of as-fabricated deposits consisted of equiaxed γ grains, which coarsening after post production heat treatment at 1200 °C from 12 to 24 h, while a fully lamellar structure formed in the near-substrate zone. The response of as-fabricated deposits to post production heat treatment at 1060 °C was totally different. Discontinuous reaction occurred at this temperature. Heat treatment for 12 h resulted in partial transformation, while the majority region exhibited fine lamellar structure after 24 h heating. The microstructure in the near-substrate zone was primarily composed of discontinuous coarsening grains. These various microstructural characteristics determined the mechanical properties of the heat-treated samples. Due to the homogenous microstructure in the majority region after each post production heat treatment, the tensile properties were comparable between the build direction (Z) and travel direction (Y), whereas the anisotropic microstructure of the as-deposited samples before heat treatment resulted in significant differences in tensile properties in these same directions. In addition, the heat-treated samples at 1200 °C / 24 h exhibited lower UTS and microhardness values but higher ductility than the as-fabricated samples before heat treatment, while the 1060 °C / 24 h heat treatment resulted a much higher UTS and microhardness values but lower ductility.
7. Functionally graded Ti-Al alloys were successfully fabricated using the GTAW-based ALM process. A smooth composition gradient from Ti to Ti-50 at.% Al along the height was achieved in the as-fabricated component, corresponding to a predictable transition from conventional Ti alloy to Ti-Al intermetallic compounds.

8. For the functionally graded Ti-Al alloys, there was a dramatic increase in microhardness up to the peak value followed by a relatively stable stage in the samples with 25~33 at.% Al content range, although a slight fluctuation was found within this stage. As the Al content was further increased up to 50%, the microhardness value decreased progressively and significantly.

8.2 Future Work

This research has developed a new manufacturing process for titanium aluminide alloys and demonstrated its potential for commercial use. However, an understanding of mechanisms at work in the GTAW-based ALM process and the relationship between the resulting microstructure and mechanical properties (especially the high temperature properties) is still incomplete. Future studies are required to develop a commercial GTAW-based ALM process to fabricate Ti-Al alloy components for practical applications. The details of proposed future work are described as follows.

1. TEM analysis of the intermetallic γ and α2 structure in both as-fabricated and heat-treated samples. The detailed characteristics for both compounds need to be examined for a better understanding of their formation and evolution mechanism in the ALM processed samples. Additional TEM work is required to observe dislocation morphology and its distribution in order to determine the dislocation type.
2. **In-situ studies of the high temperature phase evolution.** The phase transformation in titanium aluminide alloys can be altered by controlling the cooling rate. The intergranular and interlamellar stresses strongly influence the mechanical and thermodynamic properties of the material. Experimental work is needed to investigate the evolution of each intermetallic compound during heating and cooling and quantify its effect on the mechanical properties.

3. **Investigation of high temperature mechanical properties including creep and fatigue properties.** Because titanium aluminide alloys are promising structural materials for high temperature applications. Where components are subjected to cyclic thermomechanical loading, the creep resistance and fatigue characteristics have important implications on life expectancy and design. Future work is required to investigate the microstructure-property relationship and understand the mechanical behaviour of the ALM fabricated components at high temperature for specific application.

4. **Evaluation of residual stresses after high temperature stress relief heat treatment.** Generally, the temperature applied for standard stress relief heat treatment is always higher than the service temperature of alloys. Therefore, it is also necessary to study the residual stress evolution using high temperature heat treatment and identify the critical temperature for ALM produced components.

5. **Manufacturing functionally graded Ti-Al alloys and other intermetallics.**
   The preliminary study described in chapter 7 has demonstrated the feasibility of fabricating functionally graded Ti-Al alloy components, and the basic characteristics of the material have been investigated. Further studies are needed to investigate the phase transformation mechanisms, kinetics and thermodynamics, etc. Experimental work is needed to assess its unique mechanical properties at elevated temperature. Also, it would be interesting to
observe the performance of the GTAW-based ALM process in fabricating other intermetallics and binary functionally graded alloys. Such studies would contribute to a better understanding of the underpinning physics of equilibrium and non-equilibrium intermetallics, as well as the design and development of new materials using the GTAW-based ALM process.
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